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A set of core features is set forth as the essence of a thermodynamic description, which derive from
large-deviation properties in systems with hierarchies of timescales, but which are not dependent
upon conservation laws or microscopic reversibility in the substrate hosting the process. The most
fundamental elements are the concept of a macrostate in relation to the large-deviation entropy,
and the decomposition of contributions to irreversibility among interacting subsystems, which is the
origin of the dependence on a concept of heat in both classical and stochastic thermodynamics. A
natural decomposition is shown to exist, into a relative entropy and a housekeeping entropy rate,
which define respectively the intensive thermodynamics of a system and an extensive thermody-
namic vector embedding the system in its context. Both intensive and extensive components are
functions of Hartley information of the momentary system stationary state, which is information
about the joint effect of system processes on its contribution to irreversibility. Results are derived for
stochastic Chemical Reaction Networks, including a Legendre duality for the housekeeping entropy
rate to thermodynamically characterize fully-irreversible processes on an equal footing with those
at the opposite limit of detailed-balance. The work is meant to encourage development of inherent
thermodynamic descriptions for rule-based systems and the living state, which are not conceived as
reductive explanations to heat flows.
I. INTRODUCTION
The statistical derivations underlying most thermody-
namic phenomena are understood to be widely appli-
cable, and are mostly developed in general terms. Yet
where thermodynamics is offered as an ontology to un-
derstand new patterns and causes in nature – the ther-
modynamics of computation [1–4] or stochastic thermody-
namics [5],1 or where these methods are taken to define
1 Stochastic thermodynamics is the modern realization of a pro-
gram to create a non-equilibrium thermodynamics that began
with Onsager [6, 7] and took much of its modern form under Pri-
gogine and coworkers [8, 9]. Since the beginning its core method
has been to derive rules or constraints for non-stationary ther-
mal dynamics from dissipation of free energies defined by Gibbs
equilibria, from any combination of thermal baths or asymptotic
reservoirs.
The parallel and contemporaneous development of thermo-
dynamics of computation can be viewed as a quasistatic analy-
sis with discrete changes in the boundary conditions on a ther-
mal bath corresponding to logical events in algorithms. Early
stochastic thermodynamics combined elements of both tradi-
tions, with the quantities termed “non-equilibrium entropies” cor-
responding to the information entropies over computer states,
distinct from quasistatic entropies associated with heat in a
locally-equilibrium environment, with boundary conditions al-
tered by the explicitly-modeled stochastic state transitions.
More recently stochastic thermodynamics incorporated time-
reversal methods originally developed for measures in dynamical
systems [10–13] leading to a variety of fluctuation theorems [14–
16] and nonequilibrium work relations [17–19], still however re-
lating path probability ratios either to dissipation of heat or to
a foundation for the statistical physics of reproduction or
adaptation [20, 21] – these problems are framed in terms
of two properties particular to the domain of mechanics:
the conservation of energy and microscopic reversibility.
Other applications of the same mathematics, with desig-
nations such as intensity of choice [22, 23] tipping points,
or early warning signs [24], are recognized as analogies
to thermodynamics, on the understanding that they only
become the “thermodynamics of” something when they
derive its causes from energy conservation connected to
the entropies of heat.
This accepted detachment of mathematics from phe-
nomenology, with thermodynamic phenomena inter-
preted in their historical terms and mathematics kept
interpretation-free, contrasts with the way statistical me-
chanics was allowed to expand the ontological categories
of physics at the end of the last century. The kinetic the-
ory of heat [25–27] was not established as an analogy to
gambling2 used to describe patterns in the fluid caloric.3
differences in equilibrium free energies.
2 The large-deviation rate function underlies the solution of the
gambler’s ruin problem of Pascal, Fermat, and Bernoulli [28].
3 However, as late as 1957 Jaynes [29, 30] needed to assert that
the information entropy of Shannon referred to the same quantity
as the physical entropy of Boltzmann, and was not merely the
identical mathematical function. Even the adoption of “entropy
production” to refer to changes in the state-variable entropy by
irreversible transformations – along the course of which the state-
variable entropy is not even defined – is a retreat to a substance
syntax; I would prefer the less euphonious but categorically bet-
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2Thermodynamics instead took the experienced phenom-
ena involving heat, and where there had formerly been
only names and metaphors to refer to them, it brought
into existence concepts capturing their essential nature,
not dissolving their reality as phenomena [31], but en-
dowing it with a semantics. The distinction is between
formalization in the service of reduction to remain within
an existing ontology, and formalization as the founda-
tion for discovery of new conceptual primitives. Through
generalizations and extensions that could not have been
imagined in the late 19th century [32–35] (revisited in
Sec. VII), essentially thermodynamic insights went on to
do the same for our fundamental theory of objects and
interactions, the nature of the vacuum and the hierarchy
of matter, and the presence of stable macro-worlds at all.
This paper is written with the view that the essence of
a thermodynamic description is not found in its connec-
tion to conservation laws, microscopic reversibility, or the
equilibrium state relations they entail, despite the central
role those play in the fields mentioned [2, 5, 20, 21]. At
the same time, it grants an argument that has been main-
tained across a half-century of enormous growth in both
statistical methods and applications [36, 37]: that ther-
modynamics should not be conflated with its statistical
methods. The focus will therefore be on the patterns and
relations that make a phenomenon essentially thermody-
namic, which statistical mechanics made it possible to
articulate as concepts. The paper proposes a sequence of
these and exhibits constructions of them unconnected to
energy conservation or microscopic reversibility.
Essential concepts are of three kinds: 1) the nature and
origin of macrostates; 2) the roles of entropy in relation
to irreversibility and fluctuation; and 3) the natural ap-
portionment of irreversibility between a system and its
environment, which defines an intrinsic thermodynam-
ics for the system and an extrinsic thermodynamics that
embeds the system in its context, in analogy to the way
differential geometry defines an intrinsic curvature for a
manifold distinct from extrinsic curvatures that may em-
bed the manifold in another manifold of higher dimen-
sion.4
All of these concepts originate in the large-deviation
properties of stochastic processes with multi-level
timescale structure. They will be demonstrated here us-
ing a simple class of stochastic population processes, fur-
ther specified as Chemical Reaction Network models as
more complex relations need to be presented.
Emphasis will be laid on the different roles of entropy
as a functional on general distributions versus entropy as
a state function on macrostates, and on the Lyapunov
role of entropy in the 2nd law [27, 36] versus its large-
ter expression “loss of large-deviation accessibility”.
4 This analogy is not a reference to natural information geome-
tries [38, 39] that can also be constructed, though perhaps those
geometries would provide an additional layer of semantics to the
constructions here.
deviation role in fluctuations [40], through which the
state-function entropy is most generally definable [41].
Both Shannon’s information entropy [42] and the older
Hartley function [43], will appear here as they do in
stochastic thermodynamics generally [5]. The different
meanings these functions carry, which sound contradic-
tory when described and can be difficult to compare in
derivations with different aims, become clear as each ap-
pears in the course of a single calculation. Most impor-
tant, they have unambiguous roles in relation to either
large deviations or system decomposition without need
of a reference to heat.
Main results and order of the derivation
Sec. II explains what is meant by multi-level systems
with respect to a robust separation of timescales, and in-
troduces a family of models constructed recursively from
nested population processes. Macrostates are related to
microstates within levels, and if timescale separations
arise that create new levels, they come from properties
of a subset of long-lived, metastable macrostates. Such
states within a level, and transitions between them that
are much shorter than their characteristic lifetimes, map
by coarse-graining to the elementary states and events at
the next level.
The environment of a system that arises in some level
of a hierarchical model is understood to include both the
thermalized substrate at the level below, and other sub-
systems with explicit dynamics within the same level.
Sec. II C introduces the problem of system/environment
partitioning of changes in entropy, and states5 the first
main claim: the natural partition employs a relative en-
tropy [46] within the system and a housekeeping entropy
rate [47] to embed the system in the environment. It re-
sults in two independently non-negative entropy changes
(plus a third entirely within the environment that is usu-
ally ignored), which define the intensive thermodynamic
of the focal system and the extensive, or embedding ther-
modynamics of the system into the system⊗environment
whole.
Sec. III expresses the relation of macrostates to mi-
crostates in terms of the large-deviations concept of sep-
aration of scale from structure [41]. Large-deviations
scaling, defined as the convergence of distributions for
aggregate statistics toward exponential families, creates
a formal concept of a macroworld having definite struc-
ture, yet separated by an indefinite or even infinite range
of scale from the specifications of micro-worlds.
Large-deviations for population processes are handled
5 The technical requirements are either evident or known from
fluctuation theorems [44, 45]; variant proofs are given in later
sections. Their significance for system decomposition is the result
of interest here.
3with the Hamilton-Jacobi theory [37] following from the
time dependence of the cumulant-generating function
(CGF), and its Legendre duality [38] to a large-deviation
function called the effective action [48]. Macrostates are
identified with the distributions that can be assigned
large-deviation probabilities from a system’s stationary
distribution. Freedom to study any CGF makes this
definition, although concrete, flexible enough to require
choosing what Gell-Mann and Lloyd [49, 50] term “a
judge”. The resulting definition, however, does not de-
pend on whether the system has any underlying mechan-
ics or conservation laws, explicit or implicit.
To make contact with multi-level dynamics and prob-
lems of interest in stochastic thermodynamics [5, 51, 52],
while retaining a definite notation, Sec. IV assumes gen-
erators of the form used for Chemical Reaction Networks
(CRNs) [53–56]. The finite-to-infinite mapping that re-
lates macrostates to microstates has counterparts for
CRNs in maps from the generator matrix to the transi-
tion matrix, and from mass-action macroscopic currents
to probability currents between microstates.
This section formally distinguishes the Lyapunov [36]
and large-deviation [40] roles of entropy, and shows how
the definition of macrostates from Sec. III first introduces
scale-dependence in the state function entropy that was
not present in the Lyapunov function for arbitrary multi-
scale models of Sec. II. In the Hamilton-Jacobi represen-
tation, Lyapunov and large-deviation entropy changes
occur within different manifolds and have different in-
terpretations. These differences are subordinate to the
more fundamental difference between the entropy state
function and entropy as a functional on arbitrary dis-
tributions over microstates. A properly formulated 2nd
law, which is never violated, is computed from both de-
terministic and fluctuation macrostate-entropies. The
roles of Hartley informations [43] for stationary states
in stochastic thermodynamics [5, 44, 57] enter naturally
as macrostate relative entropies.
Sec. V derives the proofs of monotonicity of the in-
trinsic and extrinsic entropy changes from Sec. II, us-
ing a cycle decomposition of currents in the stationary
distribution.6 Whether only cycles or more complex
hyperflows [59] are required in a basis for macroscopic
currents distinguishes complexity classes for CRNs. Be-
cause cycles are always a sufficient basis in the microstate
space, the breakdown of a structural equivalence between
micro- and macro-states for complex CRNs occurs in just
the terms responsible for the complex relations between
state-function and global entropies derived in Sec. IV.
Sec. VI illustrates two uses of the intensive/extensive
decomposition of entropy changes. It studies a simple
model of polymerization and hydrolysis under compet-
6 The decomposition is related to that used by Schnakenberg [58]
to compute dissipation in the stationary state, but more cycles
are required in order to compute dynamical quantities.
ing spontaneous and driven reactions in an environment
that can be in various states of disequilibrium. First
a simple linear model of the kind treated by Schnaken-
berg [58] is considered, in a limit where one elemen-
tary reaction becomes strictly irreversible. Although the
housekeeping entropy rate becomes uninformative be-
cause it is referenced to a diverging chemical potential,
this is a harmless divergence analogous to a scale diver-
gence of an extensive potential. A Legendre dual to the
entropy rate remains regular, reflecting the existence of a
thermodynamics-of-events about which energy conserva-
tion, although present on the path to the limit, asymp-
totically is not a source of any relevant constraints.
A second example introduces autocatalysis into the
coupling to the disequilibrium environment, so that the
system can become bistable. The components of entropy
rate usually attributed to the “environment” omit infor-
mation about the interaction of reactions responsible for
the bistability, and attribute too much of the loss of large-
deviation accessibility to the environment. Housekeep-
ing entropy rate gives the correct accounting, recogniz-
ing that part of the system’s irreversibility depends on
the measure for system relative entropy created by the
interaction.
Sec.VII offers an alternative characterization of ther-
modynamic descriptions when conservation and re-
versibility are not central. In 20th century physics the
problem of the nature and source of macroworlds has
taken on a clear formulation, and provides an alternative
conceptual center for thermodynamics to relations be-
tween work and heat. System decomposition and the con-
ditional independence structures within the loss of large-
deviation accessibility replace adiabatic transformation
and heat flow as the central abstractions to describe ir-
reversibility, and define the entropy interpretation of the
Hartley information. Such a shift in view will be needed
if path ensembles are to be put on an equal footing with
state ensembles to create a fully non-equilibrium ther-
modynamics. The alternative formulation is meant to
support the development of a native thermodynamics of
stochastic rule-based systems and a richer phenomenol-
ogy of living states.
II. MULTI-LEVEL SYSTEMS
To provide a concrete class of examples for the large-
deviation relations that can arise in multi-scale systems,
we consider systems with natural levels, such that within
each level a given system may be represented by a dis-
crete population process. The population process in turn
admits leading-exponential approximations of its large-
deviation behavior in the form of a continuous dynamical
system. These dynamical systems are variously termed
momentum-space WKB approximations [60], Hamilton-
Jacobi representations [37], or eikonal expansions [61].
They exist for many other classes of stochastic process
besides the one assumed here [62, 63], and may be ob-
4tained either directly from the Gärtner-Ellis theorem [40]
for cumulant-generating functions (the approach taken
here), by direct WKB asymptotics, or through saddle-
point methods in 2-field functional integrals.
A connection between levels is made by supposing that
the large-deviation behavior possesses one or more fixed
points of the dynamical system. These are coarse-grained
to become the elementary states in a similar discrete pop-
ulation process one level up in the scaling hierarchy. Non-
linearities in the dynamical system that produce multiple
isolated, metastable fixed points are of particular inter-
est, as transitions between these occur on timescales that
are exponentially stretched, in the large-deviation scale
factor, relative to the relaxation times. The resulting
robust criterion for separation of timescales will be the
basis for the thermodynamic limits that distinguish levels
and justify the coarse-graining.
1. Micro to macro, within and between levels
Models of this kind may be embedded recursively in
scale through any number of levels. Here we will focus on
three adjacent levels, diagrammed in Fig. 1, and on the
separation of timescales within a level, and the coarse-
grainings that define the maps between levels. The mid-
dle level, termed the mesoscale, will be represented ex-
plicitly as a stochastic process, and all results that come
from large-deviations scaling will be derived within this
level. Themicroscale one level below, and themacroscale
one level above, are described only as needed to define
the coarse-graining maps of variables between adjacent
levels. Important properties such as bidirectionality of
escapes from metastable fixed point in the stationary
distribution, which the large-deviation analysis in the
mesoscale supplies as properties of elementary transitions
in the macroscale, will be assumed self-consistently as in-
puts from the microscale to the mesoscale.
Within the description at a single level, the discrete
population states will be termed microstates, as is stan-
dard in (both classical and stochastic) thermodynamics.
Microstates are different in kind from macrostates, which
correspond to a sub-class of distributions (defined below),
and from fixed points of the dynamical system. There is
no unique recipe for coarse-graining descriptions to re-
duce dimensionality in a multi-scale system, because the
diversity of stochastic processes is vast. Here, to obtain a
manageable terminology and class of models, we limit to
cases in which the dynamical-system fixed points at one
level can be put in correspondence with the microstates
at the next higher level. Table I shows the terms that
arise within, and correspondences between, levels.
A. Models based on population processes
The following elements furnish a description of a sys-
tem:
FIG. 1: A multiscale population process with a lattice of
fixed points. Middle layer is the grid of microstates and tran-
sitions in the mesoscale. Surface − log ρ for a stationary dis-
tribution is indicated by the color gradient. Fixed points (as-
terisks) are at well bottoms. Modes of ρ concentrated near
fixed points are indicated in greyscale beneath the surface. A
classical deterministic trajectory (black, with arrow) starts at
the open circle and relaxes to the fixed point for that basin.
First-passage trajectories (colors) then mediate well switching
by rare large deviations. Fixed points of trajectory equations
in the mesoscale are coarse-grained to become elementary mi-
crostates (black dots) in the macroscale (top layer), and first
passages become elementary transition events (arrows).
a. The multiscale distribution: The central object of
study is any probability distribution ρ, defined down to
the smallest scale in the model, and the natural coarse-
grainings of ρ produced by the dynamics. To simplify no-
tation, we will write ρ for the general distribution, across
all levels, and let the indexing of ρ indicate which level
is being used in a given computation.
b. Fast relaxation to fixed points at the microscale:
The counterpart, in our analysis of the mesoscale, to Pri-
gogine’s [8, 9] assumption of local equilibrium in a bath,
is fast relaxation of the distribution on the microscale,
to a distribution with modes around the fixed points.
In the mesoscale these fixed points become the elemen-
tary population states indexed n, and the coarse-grained
probability distribution is denoted ρn. If a population
5macroscale mesoscale microscale
microstate H-J fixed point
thermalization of the
microscale
H-J relaxation
trajectories
elementary transitions
between microstates
H-J first-passages
arbitrary distribution
on microstates
coarse-grained
distribution on
fixed points
macrostate (distribution)
↔ H-J variables
microstate H-J fixed point
. . . . . .
TABLE I: Structures from micro to macro within and be-
tween levels. H-J refers to the Hamilton-Jacobi dynamical
system that arises in the large-deviation approximation. Note
that the distinction between microstate and macrostate is a
distinction of kind, which occurs within a level, whereas mi-
croscale, mesoscale, and macroscale are designations of rel-
ative levels with respect to large-deviation timescale separa-
tions. Terms in the same row are representations of the same
quantity in different levels, related through coarse-graining.
consists of individuals of types indexed p ∈ {1, . . . , P},
then n ≡ [np] is a vector in which the non-negative in-
teger coefficient np counts the number of individuals of
type p.
c. Elementary transitions in the mesoscale: First-
passages occurring in the (implicit) large-deviations the-
ory, between fixed points n′ and n at the microscale, ap-
pear in the mesoscale as elementary transitions n′ → n.
In Fig. 1, the elementary states are grid points and ele-
mentary transitions occur along lines in the grid in the
middle layer. We assume as input to the mesoscale the
usual condition of weak reversibility [51], meaning that
if an elementary transition n′ → n occurs with nonzero
rate, then the transition n→ n′ also occurs with nonzero
rate. Weak reversibility is a property we will derive for
first passages within the mesoscale, motivating its adop-
tion at the lower level.
d. Thermalization in the microscale: The elemen-
tary transitions n′ ↔ n are separated by typical intervals
exponentially longer in some scale factor than the typical
time in which a single transition completes. (In the large-
deviation theory, they are instantons.) That timescale
separation defines thermalization at the microscale, and
makes microscale fluctuations conditionally independent
of each other, given the index n of the basin in which they
occur. Thermalization also decouples components np in
the mesoscale at different p except through the allowed
elementary state transitions.
e. A System/Environment partition within the
mesoscale: Generally, in addition to considering the
thermalized microscale a part of the “environment” in
which mesoscale stochastic events take place, we will
choose some partition of the type-indices p to distinguish
one subset, called the system (s), from one or more
other subsets that also form part of the environment (e).
Unlike the thermalized microscale, the environment-part
in the mesoscale is slow and explicitly stochastic, like
the system. The vector n indexes a tensor product space
s⊗ e, so we write n ≡ (ns,ne).
f. Marginal and conditional distributions in system
and environment: On s ⊗ e, ρn is a joint distribution.
A marginal distribution ρs for the system is defined
by ρsns ≡
∑
n|ns ρn, where n | ns fixes the s compo-
nent of n in the sum. From the joint and the marginal
a conditional distribution ρe|s at each ns is given by
ρn=(ns,ne) ≡ ρsnsρe|sn . The components of ρe|s can fill the
role often given to chemostats in open-system models of
CRNs. Here we keep them as explicit distributions, po-
tentially having dynamics that can respond to changes in
s.
g. Notations involving pairs of indices: Several dif-
ferent sums over the pairs of indices associated with state
transitions appear in the following derivations. To make
equations easier to read, the following notations are used
throughout:
〈n,n′〉 is an unordered pair of indices.∑
n
∑
n′ 6=n counts every pair in both orders.∑
〈n,n′〉 counts every unordered pair once.
Therefore for any function f(n,n′),
∑
n
∑
n′ 6=n f(n,n
′) =∑
〈n,n′〉 [f(n,n
′) + f(n′,n)].∑
n|ns is a sum on the ne component of n = (ns,ne).∑
〈n,n′〉|ns counts all unordered pairs 〈n,n′〉 with common
s-component ns.
B. Stochastic description within the mesoscale
The coarse-grained distribution ρn at the mesoscale
evolves in time under a master equation
ρ˙n =
∑
n′
Tnn′ρn′ =
∑
n′ 6=n
(wnn′ρn′ − wn′nρn) . (1)
Here and below, (˙) indicates the time derivative. The
generator T is a stochastic matrix on the left, which we
write 1TT = 0, where 1T is the row-vector on index n
corresponding to the uniform (unnormalized) measure.
wnn′ (following a standard notation [51]) is the compo-
nent of T giving the transition rate from state n′ to state
n.
For all of what follows, it will be necessary to restrict
to systems that possess a stationary, normalizable dis-
tribution denoted ρ, satisfying Tρ = 0. The stationary
distribution will take the place of conservation laws as
the basis for the definition of macrostates. Moreover,
if ρ is everywhere continuous, and the number of dis-
tinct events generating transitions in the mesoscale (in
6a sense made precise below) is finite, first passages be-
tween fixed points corresponding to modes of ρ will occur
at rates satisfying a condition of detailed balance. The
joint, marginal, and conditional stationary distributions
are denoted ρ
n=(ns,ne)
≡ ρs
ns
ρe|s
n
.
a. The marginal stochastic process on s: The
system-marginal distribution ρs evolves under a master
equation ρ˙s = Ts
(
ρe|s
)
ρs, for which the transition ma-
trix Ts has components that are functions of the instan-
taneous environmental distribution, given by
wsnsn′s
(
ρe|s
)
≡
∑
n|ns
∑
n′|n′s
wnn′ρ
e|s
n′ . (2)
b. Time-independent overall stationary distribution
as a reference: Now we make an assumption that is
crucial to being able to define a Lyapunov function for
the whole multi-level system distribution ρ: namely, that
the parameters in the mesoscale transition matrix T and
hence the stationary distribution ρ are time-independent.
All dynamics is made explicit as dynamics of distribu-
tions ρs and ρe|s, but the explicitly-written distributions
are the only source of dynamics: once the microscale has
thermalized, there are no further un-written sources of
time-dependence in the system.
c. Detailed balance propagating up from the mi-
croscale: Finally we assume, propagating up from the
microscale, a condition of detailed balance that we will
prove as a property of first-passages in the mesoscale, and
then apply recursively:
wnn′ρn′ = wn′nρn. (3)
Note that condition (3) is not an assumption of micro-
scopic reversibility in whatever faster stochastic process
is operating below in the microscale. To understand
why, using constructions that will be carried out explic-
itly within the mesoscale, see that even with rate con-
stants satisfying Eq. (3), the system-marginal transition
rates (2) need not satisfy a condition of detailed balance.
Indeed we will want to be able to work in limits for the en-
vironment’s conditional distributions ρe|s in which some
transitions can be made completely irreversible: that is
wsnsn′s 6= 0 but wsn′sns = 0. Even from such irreversible
dynamics among microstates, first-passage rates with de-
tailed balance in the stationary distribution will result,
and it is that property that is assumed in Eq. (3).
From these assumptions on T and ρ, it follows that the
relative entropy of any distribution ρ from the stationary
distribution ρ is non-decreasing,
−D˙(ρ ‖ ρ) = ∑
n
∑
n′ 6=n
log
((
ρ/ρ
)
n′(
ρ/ρ
)
n
)
wnn′ρn′
=
∑
n
∑
n′ 6=n
log
(
wnn′ρn′
wn′nρn
)
wnn′ρn′
=
∑
〈n,n′〉
log
(
wnn′ρn′
wn′nρn
)
(wnn′ρn′ − wn′nρn) ≥ 0.
(4)
The result is elementary for systems with detailed bal-
ance, because each term in the third line of Eq. (4) is in-
dividually non-negative. We use relative entropy to refer
to minus the Kullback-Leibler divergence of ρ from ρ [46],
to follow the usual sign convention for a non-decreasing
entropy.
C. System-environment decompositions of the
entropy change
The exchange of heat for work is central to classical
thermodynamics because energy conservation is a con-
straint on joint configurations across sub-systems, either
multiple thermal systems in contact or a mechanical sub-
system having only deterministic variables, some of which
set the boundary conditions on thermal subsystems that
also host fluctuations. Only the state-function entropy,
however, is a “function” of energy in any sense, so the
only notion of a limiting partition of irreversible effects
between subsystems derivable from energy conservation
is the one defined by adiabatic transformations passing
through sequences of macrostates.
In more general cases, with or without conservation
laws, the boundary conditions on a system are imposed
only through the elements of the marginal transition ma-
trix Ts. The problem remains, of understanding how one
subsystem can limit entropy change in another through
a boundary, but it is no longer organized with reference
to adiabatic transformations.
We wish to understand what constitutes a thermody-
namically natural decomposition of the mesoscale process
into a system and an environment. A widely-adopted
decomposition [5, 51, 52] for systems with energy con-
servation7 separates a Shannon entropy of ρsn from heat
generation associated with terms − logwsnsn′s by the lo-
cal equilibrium assumption for the bath. We begin by
writing down this information/heat decomposition, and
arguing that it is not the natural partition with respect
to irreversibility.
7 The decomposition is the same one used to define an energy cost
of computation [2, 3] by constructing logical states through the
analogues to heat engines [1, 64].
7a. Entropy relative to the stationary state rather than
Shannon entropy: The following will differ from the
usual construction in replacing Shannon entropy with a
suitable relative entropy, without changing the essence
of the decomposition. Two arguments can be given for
preferring the relative entropy: It would be clear, for a
system with a continuous state space in which ρn would
become a density, that the logarithm of a dimensional
quantity is undefined. Hence some reference measure is
always implicitly assumed. A uniform measure is not a
coordinate-invariant concept, and a measure that is uni-
form in one coordinate system makes those coordinates
part of the system specification. Since discrete processes
are often used as approximations to continuum limits,
the same concerns apply. The more general lesson is
that a logarithmic entropy unit is always given mean-
ing with respect to some measure. Only for systems such
as symbol strings, for which a combinatorial measure on
integers is the natural measure, is Shannon entropy the
corresponding natural entropy. For other cases, such as
CRNs, the natural entropy is relative entropy referenced
to the Gibbs equilibrium [65], and its change gives the
dissipation of chemical work. For the processes described
here, the counterpart to Shannon entropy that solves
these consistency requirements, but does not yet address
the question of naturalness, is the relative entropy refer-
enced to the steady state marginal ρs. Its time derivative
is given by
−D˙(ρs ‖ ρs) = ∑
〈ns,n′s〉
log
(ρ/ρ)sn′s(
ρ/ρ
)s
ns
(wsnsn′sρsn′s − wsn′snsρsns) .
(5)
The quantity (5) need not be either positive or negative
in general.
A second term that separates out of the change in total
relative entropy (4) comes from changes in environmen-
tal states through events that do not result in net change
of the system state.8 The relative entropy of the condi-
tional distribution ρe|s at a particular index ns from its
stationary reference ρe|s has time derivative
−D˙e|sns
(
ρe|s ‖ ρe|s
)
=
∑
〈ns,n′s〉|ns
log
(ρ/ρ)e|sn′(
ρ/ρ
)e|s
n
(wnn′ρe|sn′ − wn′nρe|sn )
∑
〈ns,n′s〉|ns
log
(
wnn′ρ
e|s
n′
wn′nρ
e|s
n
)(
wnn′ρ
e|s
n′ − wn′nρe|sn
)
. (6)
Unlike the change of system relative entropy (5), Eq. (6)
is non-negative term-by-term, in the same way as Eq. (4).
8 Note wnn′ may depend on the system index-component ns shared
by both n and n′, so these rates can depend on system state.
Catalysis acts through such dependencies.
The remaining terms to complete the entropy
change (4) come from joint transformations in system
and environment indices ns and ne, and in usual treat-
ments have the interpretation of dissipated heats.9 They
are functions of the pair of indices (n′s,ns). An average
change in relative entropy of the environment, over all
processes that couple to a given system state-change, is
σnsn′s
(
ρe|s
)
≡ 1
wsnsn′s
∑
n|ns
∑
n′|n′s
log
(ρ/ρ)e|sn′(
ρ/ρ
)e|s
n
wnn′ρe|sn′ .
(7)
(Note that if we had wished to use the un-referenced
Shannon entropy −∑ns ρsns log ρsns in place of the rela-
tive entropy (5) – for instance, in an application to digital
computing – we could shift the measures ρs to the dissi-
pation term to produce what is normally considered the
“environmental” heat dissipation, given by
σenvnsn′sw
s
nsn′s
≡
[
σnsn′s − log
(
ρs
n′s
ρs
ns
)]
wsnsn′s
=
∑
n|ns
∑
n′|n′s
log
(
wnn′ρ
e|s
n′
wn′nρ
e|s
n
)
wnn′ρ
e|s
n′ . (8)
The quantity (8) is regarded as a property of the environ-
ment (both slow variables and the thermal bath) because
it is a function only of the transition rates wn′n and of
the marginal distributions ρe|s.)
1. The information/heat decomposition of total
relative-entropy change
Eq. (4) is decomposed in terms of the quantities in
equations (5–7) as
−D˙(ρ ‖ ρ) = −D˙(ρs ‖ ρs)
+
∑
ns
∑
n′s 6=ns
σnsn′sw
s
nsn′s
ρsn′s
−
∑
ns
ρsnsD˙
e|s
ns
(
ρe|s ‖ ρe|s
)
. (9)
The total is non-negative and the third line is indepen-
dently non-negative, as already mentioned. The sum of
the first two lines is also non-negative, a result that can
be proved as a fluctuation theorem for what is normally
called “total entropy change” [16].10
9 When more than one environment transition couples to the same
system transition, there can be reasons to further partition these
terms; an example is given in Sec. VIA.
10 More detailed proofs for a decomposition of the same sum will
be given below.
8Here we encounter the first property that makes a de-
composition of a thermal system “natural”. The term in
D˙
e|s
ns
(
ρe|s ‖ ρe|s) is not generally considered, and it does
not need to be considered, because thermal relaxation at
the microscale makes transitions in ne at fixed ns condi-
tionally independent of transitions that change ns. Total
relative entropy changes as a sum of two independently
non-decreasing contributions.
The first and second lines in Eq. (9) are not likewise
independently non-negative. Negative values of the sec-
ond or first line, respectively, describe phenomena such
as randomization-driven endothermic reactions, or heat-
driven information generators. To the extent that they
do not use thermalization in the microscale to make the
system and environment conditionally independent, as
the third term in Eq. (9) is independent, we say they
do not provide a natural system/environment decompo-
sition.
2. Relative entropy referencing the system steady state at
instantaneous parameters
Remarkably, a natural division does exist, based on the
housekeeping heat introduced by Hatano and Sasa [47].
The decomposition uses the solution ρ¯s to Tsρ¯s = 0,
which would be the stationary marginal distribution for
the system s at the instantaneous value of ρe|s. As for
the whole-system stationary distribution ρ, we restrict to
cases in which ρ¯s exists and is normalizable.11
Treating ρ¯s as fixed and considering only the dynamics
of ρs with ρ¯s as a reference, we may consider a time
derivative D˙(ρs ‖ ρ¯s) in place of Eq. (5). Note that the
rates wsnsn′s in the transition matrix T
s no longer need
satisfy any simplified balance condition in relation to ρ¯s,
such as detailed balance. Non-negativity of −D˙(ρs ‖ ρ¯s)
was proved by Schnakenberg [58] by an argument that
applies to discrete population processes with normalized
stationary distributions of the kind assumed here. We
will derive a slightly more detailed decomposition proving
this result for the case of CRNs, in a later section.
The dissipation term that complements the change in
D˙(ρs ‖ ρ¯s) is obtained by shifting the “environmental”
entropy change (8) by log ρ¯s to obtain the housekeeping
11 This can be a significant further restriction when we wish to
study limits of sequences of environments to model chemostats.
For systems with unbounded state spaces, such as arise in poly-
merization models, it is quite natural for a chemostat-driven sys-
tem to possess no normalizable steady-state distributions. In
such cases other methods of analysis must be used [66].
heat12
σHKnsn′sw
s
nsn′s
≡
[
σenvnsn′s + log
(
ρ¯sn′s
ρ¯sns
)]
wsnsn′s
=
∑
n|ns
∑
n′|n′s
log
(
ρ¯sn′sρ
e|s
n′ /ρn′
ρ¯snsρ
e|s
n /ρn
)
wnn′ρ
e|s
n′ . (10)
Non-negativity of Eq. (10) is implied by a fluctuation the-
orem [44], and a time-local proof with interesting further
structure for CRNs will be given below.
The total change in relative entropy (4) is then the
sum
−D˙(ρ ‖ ρ) = −D˙(ρs ‖ ρ¯s)
+
∑
ns
∑
n′s 6=ns
σHKnsn′sw
s
nsn′s
ρsn′s
−
∑
ns
ρsnsD˙
e|s
ns
(
ρe|s ‖ ρe|s
)
. (11)
Each line in Eq. (11) is now independently non-negative.
The first measures a gain of entropy within the system s,
conditionally independent of changes in the environment
given the marginal transition matrix Ts. The third mea-
sures a gain of entropy in the environment e independent
of any changes in the system at all. The second, house-
keeping entropy rate, measures a change of entropy in the
environment that is conditionally independent of changes
of entropy within the system, given Ts as represented in
ρ¯s. Any of the terms may be changed, holding the condi-
tioning data ρ¯s or ns, or omitted, without changing the
limits for the others. They respect the conditional in-
dependence created by thermalization in the microscale,
and by that criterion constitute a natural decomposition
of the system.
3. Intrinsic and extrinsic thermodynamics
We take Ts and D(ρs ‖ ρ¯s) as a specification of the
intrinsic thermodynamics of the system s, analogous to
the role of intrinsic curvature of a manifold in differen-
tial geometry. The vector (indexed by pairs of system
indices) of housekeeping entropy differentials,
{
σHKnsn′s
}
,
correspondingly defines the way s is thermodynamically
embedded in the mesoscale system, analogous to the role
of components of an embedding curvature for a subman-
ifold within larger manifold.
12 These terms are used because this is how they are known. No
energy interpretation is assumed here, so a better term would be
“housekeeping entropy change”.
94. System Hartley information as a temporal connection
The natural decomposition (11) differs from the in-
formation/heat decomposition (9) in what is regarded
as inherent to the system versus the environment. The
attribution of Shannon entropy as a “system” property
follows from the fact that it involves only ρsns , and its
change counts only actual transitions n′s → ns with rate
wsnsn′s . Likewise, the “environment” heat (8) is a func-
tion only of the actual distribution ρe|s and the realized
currents.
Those events that occur within s or e, however, fail
to capture the additional features of Ts: that specific
transitions are coupled as a system, and that they have
the dependence on ρe|s of Eq. (2). The stationary distri-
bution ρ¯s is the function of Ts reflecting its status as a
system.
The differences between the three entropy-change
terms (7,8,10) are differences of the Hartley informa-
tions [43], respectively for ρs or ρ¯s. In the natural de-
composition (11), they are not acted upon by the time
derivative, but rather define the tangent plane of zero
change for log ρ terms that are acted upon by the tran-
sition matrix, and resemble connection coefficients spec-
ifying parallel transport in differential geometry.
III. HAMILTON-JACOBI THEORY FOR LARGE
DEVIATIONS
The central concepts in thermodynamics are that of
the macrostate, and of the entropy as a state function
from which properties of macrostates and constraints on
their transformations are derived. In classical thermody-
namics [36, 67], macrostates are introduced in association
with average values of conserved quantities (e.g. energy,
particle numbers), because conservation laws naturally
generate conditional independence between subsystems
in contact, given a simple boundary condition (the par-
tition of the conserved quantity between them).
Here we wish to separate the construction that de-
fines a macrostate from the properties that make one
or another class of macrostates dynamically robust in a
given system (conservation laws are important for the
latter). The defining construction can be quite general,
but it must in all cases create a dimensional reduction
by an indefinite (or in the limit infinite) factor, from the
dimensionality of the microstate space that is definite
but arbitrarily large, to the dimensionality of a space
of macrostate variables that is fixed and independent
of the dimensionality of microstates. Only dimensional
reductions of this kind are compatible with the large-
deviation definition of macroworlds as worlds in which
structure can be characterized asymptotically separate
from scale [41]. Robustness can then be characterized
separately within the large-deviation analysis in terms of
closure approximations or spectra of relaxation times for
various classes of macrostates.
Dimensional reduction by an indefinite degree is
achieved by associating macrostates with particular
classes of distributions over microstates: namely, those
distributions produced in exponential families to define
generating functions. The coordinates in the tilting
weights that define the family are independent of the di-
mension of the microstate space for a given family and
become the intensive state variables (see [38]). They are
related by Legendre transform to deviations that are the
dual extensive state variables. Relative entropies such
as −D(ρ ‖ ρ), defined as functionals on arbitrary dis-
tributions, and dual under Legendre transform to suit-
able cumulant-generating functions, become state func-
tions when restricted to the distributions for macrostates.
The extensive state variables are their arguments and the
intensive state variables their gradients. Legendre dual-
ity leads to a system of Hamiltonian equations [37] for
time evolution of macrostate variables, and from these
the large-deviation scaling behavior, timescale structure,
and moment closure or other properties of the chosen
system of macrostates are derived.
In the treatment of Sec. II, the relative entropy in-
creased deterministically without reference to any partic-
ular level of system timescales, or the size-scale factors
associated with various levels. As such it fulfilled the
Lyapunov role of (minus) the entropy, but not the large-
deviation role that is the other defining characteristic of
entropy [40, 41]. The selection of a subclass of distribu-
tions as macrostates introduces level-dependence, scale-
dependence, and the large-deviation role of entropy, and
lets us construct the relation between the Lyapunov and
large-deviation roles of entropy for macroworlds, which
are generally distinct. As a quantity capable of fluctu-
ations, the macrostate entropy can decrease along sub-
sets of classical trajectories; these fluctuations are the
objects of study in stochastic thermodynamics. The
Hamiltonian dynamical system is a particularly clari-
fying representation for the way it separates relaxation
and fluctuation trajectories for macrostates into distinct
sub-manifolds. In distinguishing the unconditional ver-
sus conditional nature of the two kinds of histories, it
shows how these macro-fluctuations are not “violations”
of the 2nd law, but rather a partitioning of the elemen-
tary events through which the only properly formulated
2nd law is realized.13
13 See a brief discussion making essentially this point in Sec. 1.2
of [5]. Seifert refers to the 2nd law as characterizing “mean en-
tropy production”, in keeping with other interpretations of en-
tropies such as the Hartley information in terms of heat. The
characterization adopted here is more categorical: the Hartley
function and its mean, Shannon information, are not quantities
with the same interpretation; likewise, the entropy change (11)
is the only entropy relative to the boundary conditions in T that
is the object of a well-formulated 2nd law. The “entropy produc-
tions” resulting from the Prigogine local-equilibrium assumption
are conditional entropies for macrostates defined through various
large-deviation functions, shown explicitly below.
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A. Generating functions, Liouville equation, and
the Hamilton-Jacobi construction for saddle points
1. Relation of the Liouville operator to the
cumulant-generating function
The P -dimensional Laplace transform of a distribu-
tion ρn on discrete population states gives the moment-
generating function (MGF) for the species-number
counts {np}p∈1,...,P . For time-dependent problems, it is
convenient to work in the formal Doi operator algebra
for generating functions, in which a vector of raising op-
erators a† ≡ [a†p] are the arguments of the MGF, and a
conjugate vector of lowering operators a ≡ [ap] are the
formal counterparts to ∂/∂a†. MGFs are written as vec-
tors |ρ) ≡∑n ρn(a†)n |0) ≡∑n ρn |n) in a Hilbert space
built upon a ground state |0), and the commutation rela-
tions of the raising and lowering operators acting in the
Hilbert space are
[
ap, a
†
q
]
= δpq.
The basis vectors corresponding to specific population
states are denoted |n). They are eigenvectors of the num-
ber operators a†pap with eigenvalues np:
a†pap |n) = np |n) . (12)
Through by-now-standard constructions [48], the master
equation ρ˙ = Tρ is converted to a Liouville equation for
time evolution of the MGF,
d
dt
|ρ) = −L(a†, a) |ρ) , (13)
in which the Liouville operator L(a†, a) is derived from
the elements of the matrix −T.
To define exponential families and a cumulant-
generating function (CGF), it is convenient to work with
the Laplace transform with an argument that is a vector
z ≡ [zp] of complex coefficients. The corresponding CGF,
−Γ(log z),14 for which the natural argument is log z, is
constructed in the Doi Hilbert space as the inner product
with a variant on the Glauber norm,
e−Γ(log z) = (0| eza |ρ) . (14)
z will be called the tilt of the exponential family, corre-
sponding to its usage in importance sampling [68].
An important quantity will be the vector of expecta-
tions of the number operators in the tilted distribution
nρp(z) ≡
(0| ezaa†pap |ρ)
(0| eza |ρ) . (15)
14 We adopt the sign for Γ corresponding to the free energy in
thermodynamics. Other standard notations, such as ψ for the
CGF [38], are unavailable because they collide with notations
used in the representation of CRNs below.
Time evolution of the CGF follows from Eq. (13), as
∂
∂t
e−Γ(log z) = − (0| ezaL(a†, a) |ρ) . (16)
Under the saddle-point or leading-exponential approxi-
mation that defines the large-deviation limit (developed
further below), the expectation of L in Eq. (16) is re-
placed by the same function at classical arguments
− ∂
∂t
Γ(log z) = −L(z, nρ(z) /z) . (17)
a. From coherent-state to number-potential coordi-
nates: With a suitable ordering of operators in L (with
all lowering operators to the right of any raising opera-
tor), z is the exact value assigned to a† in the expecta-
tion (16), and only the value nρ(z) /z for a depends on
saddle-point approximations. In special cases, where |ρ)
are eigenstates of a known as coherent states, the assign-
ment to a is also exact. Therefore the arguments of L in
Eq. (17) are called coherent-state coordinates.
However, log z, which we henceforth denote by θ ≡
[θp], is the affine coordinate system in which the CGF
is locally convex,15 and it will be preferable to work in
coordinates (θ, nρ), which we term number-potential co-
ordinates, because for applications in chemistry θ has the
dimensions of a chemical potential. We abbreviate expo-
nentials and other functions acting component-wise on
vectors as z ≡ eθ, and simply assign nρ(θ) ≡ nρ(z). Like-
wise, L is defined in either coordinate system by mapping
its arguments: L(N−P)(θ, n) ≡ L(CS)(z, n(z) /z).
2. Legendre transform of the CGF
To establish notation and methods, consider first dis-
tributions ρn that are convex with an interior maximum
in n. Then the gradient of the CGF
−∂Γ
∂θ
= nρ(θ) (18)
gives the mean (15) in the tilted distribution.
The stochastic effective action is the Legendre trans-
form of −Γ, defined as
Seff(n) = max
θ
{θn+ Γ(θ)} . (19)
For distributions over discrete states, to leading exponen-
tial order, Seff is a continuously-indexed approximation
to minus the log-probability: Seff(n) ∼ − log ρn|n≈n. Its
gradient recovers the tilt coordinate θ,
∂Seff
∂n
= θρ(n) , (20)
15 θ also provides the affine coordinate system in the exponential
family, which defines contravariant coordinates in information
geometry [38].
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and the CGF is obtained by inverse Legendre transform.
−Γ(θ) = max
n
{θn− Seff(n)} . (21)
The time evolution of Seff can be obtained by taking
a total time derivative of Eq. (19) along any trajectory,
and using Eq. (18) to cancel the term in θ˙. The partial
derivative that remains, evaluated using Eq. (17), gives
∂Seff
∂t
∣∣∣∣
n
= L(θρ(n) , n) . (22)
Eq. (22) is of Hamilton-Jacobi form, with −L filling the
role of the Hamiltonian. (The reason for this sign corre-
spondence, which affects nothing in the derivation, will
become clear below.)
a. Multiple modes, Legendre-Fenchel transform, and
locally-defined extrema Systems with interesting multi-
level structure do not have Seff or ρ globally convex,
but rather only locally convex. For these the Legendre-
Fenchel transform takes the place of the Legendre trans-
form in Eq. (19), and if constructed with a single coordi-
nate θ, −Γ may have discontinuous derivative.
For these one begins, rather than with the CGF, with
Seff , evaluated as a line integral of Eq. (20) in basins
around the stationary points nρ(0) at θ = 0. Each such
basin defines invertible pair of functions θρ(n | nρ(0)) and
nρ(θ | nρ(0)). We will not be concerned with the large-
deviation construction for general distributions in this
paper, which is better carried out using a path integral.
We return in a later section to the special case of multi-
ple metastable fixed points in the stationary distribution,
and the modes associated with the stationary distribu-
tion ρ, and provide a more complete treatment.
3. Hamiltonian equations of motion and the action
Partial derivatives with respect to t and n commute,
so the relation (20), used to evaluate ∂/∂n of Eq. (22),
gives the relation
∂θρ(n)
∂t
=
∂L
∂n
. (23)
The dual construction for the time dependence of n from
Eq. (18) gives
∂nρ(θ)
∂t
= −∂L
∂θ
. (24)
The evolution equations (23,24) describe stationary
trajectories of an extended-time Lagrange-Hamilton ac-
tion functional which may be written in either coherent-
state or number-potential coordinates, as16
S =
∫
dt
{
− (dtz) (n/z) + L(CS)(z, n/z)
}
=
∫
dt
{
− (dtθ)n+ L(N−P)(θ, n)
}
. (25)
From the form of the first term in either line, it is clear
that the two sets of coordinates relate to each other
through a canonical transformation [69].
a. Circulation-free vector field of θ for the stationary
distribution In order for Seff to be a continuum approx-
imation to − log ρ, if ρ exists and is smooth everywhere,
the vector field θ obtained from stationary trajectories of
the action (25) must have zero circulation in order to be
a well-defined gradient through Eq. (20). To check that
this is the case, consider the increment of θ under a small
interval dt under Eq. (23):
dθp ≡ dt ∂L
∂np
. (26)
The gradient in n of θ therefore increments in time as
∂ (θp + dθp)
∂nq
=
∂θp
∂nq
+ dt
∂L2
∂np∂nq
. (27)
Contraction of Eq. (27) with the antisymmetric symbol
in p and q vanishes
d
dt
pq
∂θp
∂nq
= 0, (28)
so the circulation of θ is the same everywhere as at the
fixed points.
From Eq. (20), it is required to be the case that
∂θp/∂nq = ∂
2Seff/∂np∂nq ≡ g−1pq , the inverse of the
Fisher metric [38], symmetric by construction and thus
giving pqg−1pq = 0. The only difference between the fixed
point and any other point is that for distant points we
are relying on Hamiltonian trajectories to evaluate θ,
whereas the the fixed point the Fisher metric may be
calculated by means not relying on the large-deviation
saddle-point approximation. Therefore Eq. (28) may be
read as a check that symmetry of the Fisher metric is
preserved by Hamiltonian trajectories directly from the
symmetric partial derivative of L in Eq. (27).
B. The stationary distribution and macrostates
Up to this point only the Lyapunov role (4) of the rel-
ative entropy has been developed. While the increase of
16 The same action functionals are arrived at somewhat more in-
directly via 2-field functional integral constructions such as the
Doi-Peliti method.
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−D(ρ ‖ ρ) has the appearance of the classical 2nd law,
we can understand from three observations that this rel-
ative entropy is not the desired generalization of the en-
tropy state function of classical thermodynamics to ex-
press the phenomenology of multi-level systems:
1. The relative entropy −D(ρ ‖ ρ) is a functional on
arbitrary distributions, like the Shannon entropy
that is a special case. It identifies no concept of
macrostate, and has no dependence on state vari-
ables.
2. In a multilevel system that may have arbitrarily
fine-grained descriptions, there is no upper limit to
D
(
ρ ‖ ρ), and no appearance of the system scale
at any particular level, which characterizes state-
function entropies.
3. Eq. (4) describes a deterministic increase of relative
entropy; the large-deviation role of entropy as a
log-probability for macrostate fluctuations [40] does
not appear.
The step that has not yet been taken in our con-
struction is, of course, the identification of a macrostate
concept. Here we depart from the usual development
based on conservation laws, and follow Gell-Mann and
Lloyd [49, 50] in claiming that the concept of macrostate
is not inherent in features of a system’s dynamics, but
requires one to explicitly choose a procedure for aggre-
gation or coarse-graining – what they call a “judge” –
as part of the commitment to which phenomenology is
being described.
We will put forth the definition of macrostates as the
tilted distributions arising in generating functions for the
stationary distribution ρ. In the case of generating func-
tions for number, these are the distributions appear-
ing in Eq. (14), which we will denote by ρ(n¯). They
are the least-improbable distributions with a given non-
stationary mean to arise through aggregate microscopic
fluctuations, and therefore dominate the construction of
the large-deviation probability.
The extensive state variable associated with this defini-
tion of macrostate is the tilted mean from Eq. (18), which
we will denote n¯ = nρ(θ). If ρ and ρ(n¯) are sharply peaked
– the limit in which the large-deviation approximation
is informative – the relative entropy of the macrostate is
dominated at the saddle point of ρ(n¯), where log ρ(n¯) ∼ 0,
and thus
D
(
ρ(n¯) ‖ ρ
)
∼ − log ρ
n
∣∣∣
n∼n¯
= Seff(n¯) . (29)
The general relative entropy functional, applied to the
macrostate, becomes the entropy state function Seff ,
which takes as its argument the extensive state vari-
able n¯. Moreover, because probability under ρ is concen-
trated on configurations with the scale that characterizes
the system, tilted means n¯ that are not suppressed by
very large exponential probabilities will have comparable
scale. If n¯ is also the scale factor in the large-deviations
function (a property that may or may not hold, depend-
ing on the system studied), then Seff ∼ n¯ in scale, and the
entropy state function now has the characteristic scale of
the mesoscale level of the process description.
The three classes of distributions that enter a thermo-
dynamic description are summarized in Table II.
notation definition comment
ρ , ρs , ρe|s whole-system,
s-marginal,
(e | s)-conditional
distributions in the
global stationary state
ρ¯s marginal system
steady-state
distribution
function of
instantaneous
environment conditional
distribution ρe|s
ρ(n¯) macrostate tilted to
saddle-point value n¯
defined relative to
global stationary
distributions ρ;
may be defined for
whole-system, s, or e | s
TABLE II: Notation conventions adopted for three classes
of distributions arising in large-deviation systems with multi-
scale relaxation structure.
1. Coherent states, dimensional reduction, and the
f-divergence
A special case, which is illustrative for its simplicity
and which arises for an important sub-class of stochastic
CRNs, is the case when ρ is a coherent state, an eigen-
vector of the lowering operator a. Coherent states are
the generating functions of product-form Poisson distri-
butions, or cross-sections through such products if the
transitions in the population process satisfy conservation
laws. They are known [70] to be general solutions for
CRN steady states satisfying a condition termed com-
plex balance, and the fixed points associated with such
stationary distributions are also known to be unique and
interior (no zero-expectations for any np) [54].
Let n be the eigenvalue of the stationary coherent
state: a
∣∣ρ(n)) = n ∣∣ρ(n)). Then the mean in the tilted
distribution lies in a simple exponential family, n¯ ≡
nρ(θ) = e
θn (component-wise), and the tilted macrostate
ρ(n¯) is also a coherent state: a
∣∣ρ(n¯)) = n¯ ∣∣ρ(n¯)).
The logarithm of a product-form Poisson distribution
in Stirling’s approximation is given by
− log ρ(n¯)n ≈ n · log
(n
n¯
)
− (n− n¯) · 1 ≡ Df (n ‖ n¯) .
(30)
Df (n ‖ n¯), known as the f -divergence, is a generaliza-
tion of the Kullback-Leibler divergence to measures such
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as n which need not have a conserved sum. The Lya-
punov function from Eq. (4) reduces in the same Stirling
approximation to
D
(
ρ(n¯) ‖ ρ
)
≈ Df (n¯ ‖ n) , (31)
giving Seff(n¯) in Eq. (29). On coherent states, the
Kullback-Leibler divergence on distributions, which may
be of arbitrarily large dimension, reduces to the f -
divergence on their extensive state variables which have
dimension P .
The coherent states play a much more general role
than their role as exact solutions for the restricted case of
complex-balanced CRNs. In the Doi-Peliti 2-field func-
tional integral formalism [71–74] for generating function-
als over discrete-state stochastic processes, the coherent
states form an over-complete basis in the Peliti repre-
sentation of unity. The saddle-point approximation on
trajectories, which yields the classical actions (25) and
the resulting Hamilton-Jacobi equations, approximates
expectations in the exact distribution by those in the
nearest coherent-state basis element. Observables in
macrostates are thus mapped to observables in coher-
ent states, although in cases when the coherent state is
not an exact solution, the saddle-point condition may be
sensitive to which observable is being evaluated.
2. Multiple fixed points and instantons
Systems with multiple metastable fixed points corre-
spond to non-convex ρ and thus multiple modes. For
these, monotone decrease of D˙
(
ρ ‖ ρ) in Eq. (4) does not
entail monotonicity of the f -divergence in Eq. (31). In
such systems, first passages between basins of attraction
are solutions to the Hamiltonian equations (23,24) with
momentum coordinate θ 6= 0. Along these Seff(n¯) in-
creases, and that increase is what is sometimes termed
the “violation of the 2nd law”.
For unimodal ρ, the θ 6= 0 large-deviation trajectories
have a separate use and interpretation from the relax-
ation trajectories at θ = 0 that give the classical 2nd
law in Eq. (49). For multi-modal ρ a special sub-class
of θ 6= 0 trajectories, those known as instantons and re-
sponsible for first-passages between fixed-points [75, 76],
must be used to refine the interpretation of classical re-
laxation trajectories. That refinement relates the tran-
sient increases in the large-deviation function to the de-
terministic 2nd law (4) that continues to apply.
This section briefly introduces the Legendre duality
that defines first-passage probabilities in metastable sys-
tems, arriving at the chain rule for entropy that separates
the roles of classical and instanton trajectories. Let n be
a fixed point of the Hamiltonian equations for ρ, and de-
note by nρ(θ | n) the values of classical state variables
n¯ obtained along θ 6= 0 trajectories from n. Call these
escape trajectories. The set of all n¯ is partitioned among
basins of repulsion from fixed points. Saddle points and
escape separatrices are limit points of escapes from two
or more basins.
Within one such basin, we may construct Seff as a
Legendre transform of a summand Γn in the overall CGF,
as
Seff(n¯) = max
θ
{
θ n¯+ Γn(θ)
}
. (32)
θ ranges only over the values that arise on escape tra-
jectories from n, which generally are bounded [77], and
within that range
−∂Γn
∂θ
∣∣∣∣
θ(n¯)
= n¯. (33)
Next, let the function n(n¯)17 denote the fixed point
to which a trajectory with θ ≡ 0 relaxes, starting from
n¯. From the large-deviation identification of Seff(n) ∼
− log ρn|n≈n, recognize that the large-deviation function
for the stationary distribution is given by Seff(n) =
D
(
1n ‖ ρ
)
, where 1n denotes the special macrostate for
which the stationary value is a fixed-point value n.
Then the expression (29) for the Kullback-Leibler di-
vergence appearing in Eq. (4) may be approximated to
leading exponential order as
D
(
ρ(n¯) ‖ ρ
)
∼ Seff(n¯)− Seff(n(n¯)) +D
(
1n(n¯) ‖ ρ
)
.
(34)
Eq. (34) is the chain rule for relative entropy. Seff(n(n¯))−
Seff(n¯) is the conditional entropy of the macrostate n¯
relative to the macrostate 1n(n¯) to which it is connected
by a θ = 0 Hamiltonian trajectory. −D(1n(n¯) ‖ ρ) is the
unconditioned entropy of 1n(n¯) relative to ρ.
Relaxation along θ = 0 trajectories describes a clas-
sical 2nd law only for the conditional part of the rel-
ative entropy. Deterministic relaxation of the uncondi-
tioned entropy is derived from the refinement of the (as it
turns out, only apparent) classical trajectory with an in-
stanton sum. The general method is described in depth
in [75] and [76] Ch.7, using path integrals that require
too much digression to fit within the scope of this paper.
The structure of the instanton sum, and in particular the
way it creates a new elementary stochastic process at the
macroscale for which D
(
1n(n¯) ‖ ρ
)
is the Lyapunov func-
tion, will be explained in Sec. IVB2 following [48], after
the behavior of Seff along θ = 0 and θ 6= 0 trajectories
has been characterized.
17 Note that the maps n(n¯) and nρ(θ | n) need not be reflexive.
That is, we may have nρ(θ | n(n¯)) 6= n¯ for any θ, because escape
and relaxation separatrices may differ.
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IV. POPULATION PROCESSES WITH
CRN-FORM GENERATORS
The results up to this point apply to general pro-
cesses with discrete state spaces, normalizable stationary
distributions, and some kind of system ⊗ environment
tensor-product structure on states. For the next steps
we restrict to stochastic population processes that can
be written in a form equivalent to Chemical Reaction
Networks [53, 54, 78]. CRNs are an expressive enough
class to include many non-mechanical systems such as
evolving Darwinian populations [79], and to implement
algorithmically complex processes [80]. Yet they possess
generators with a compact and simple structure [55, 56],
in which similarities of microstate and macrostate phe-
nomena are simply reflected in the formalism.
A. Hypergraph generator of state-space transitions
Population states n give counts of individuals, grouped
according to their types p which are termed species.
Stochastic Chemical Reaction Networks assume indepen-
dent elementary events grouped into types termed reac-
tions. Each reaction event removes a multiset18 of in-
dividuals termed a complex from the population, and
places some (generally different) multiset of individu-
als back into it. The map from species to complexes
is called the stoichiometry of the CRN. Reactions occur
with probabilities proportional per unit time to rates.
The simplest rate model, used here, multiplies a half-
reaction rate constant by a combinatorial factor for pro-
portional sampling without replacement from the popu-
lation to form the complex, which in the mean-field limit
leads to mass-action kinetics.
Complexes will be indexed with subscripts i, j, . . ., and
an ordered pair such as ji labels the reaction removing
i and creating j. With these conventions the Liouville-
operator representation of the generator from Eq. (13)
takes the form [55, 56]
−L =
∑
ji
kji
[
ψj
(
a†
)− ψi(a†)]ψi(a)
≡ ψT (a†)Aψ(a) . (35)
{kji} are half-reaction rate constants, organized in the
second line into an adjacency matrix A on complexes.
ψ ≡ [ψi] is a column vector with components ψi(a) ≡∏
p a
yip
p ≡ aYi that, in the Doi algebra, produce the com-
binatorial factors and state shifts reflecting proportional
sampling without replacement. Here Y ≡ [yip] is the
matrix of stoichiometric coefficients, with entry yip giv-
ing the number of individuals of species p that make up
18 A multiset is a collection of distinct individuals, which may con-
tain more than one individual from the same species.
complex i. Further condensing notation, Yi ≡ [yip] are
column vectors in index p, and Yp ≡ [yip] are row vec-
tors on index i. aYi is understood as the component-wise
product of powers ayipp over the species index p. ψT is a
transpose (row) vector, and vector and matrix products
are used in the second line of Eq. (35).
The generator (35) defines a hypergraph [81] in which A
is the adjacency matrix on an ordinary graph over com-
plexes known as the complex graph [78, 82]. The stoi-
chiometric vectors {Yi}, defining complexes as multisets,
make the edges in A directed hyper-edges relative to the
population states that are the Markov states for the pro-
cess.19 The concurrent removal or addition of complexes
is the source of both expressive power and analytic diffi-
culty provided by hypergraph-generators.
A master equation (1) acting in the state space rather
than on the generating function may be written in terms
of the same operators, as
ρ˙n = ψ
T
(
e−∂/∂n
)
A diag
[
ψ
(
e∂/∂n
)]
Ψ(n) ρn. (36)
Here a formal shift operator e∂/∂n ≡ [e∂/∂np] is used
in place of an explicit sum over shifted indices, and
ψi
(
e±∂/∂n
)
= e±Y
T
i ∂/∂n creates shifts by the stoichiomet-
ric vector Yi. diag [ψ] refers to the matrix with diagonal
entries given by the components ψi.
In the master equation the combinatorial factors must
be given explicitly. These are written as a vector Ψ ≡ [Ψi]
with components Ψi(n) ≡
∏
p [np!/ (np − yip)!] ≡ nYi
that are falling factorials from n, denoted with the un-
derscore as nYi .
The matrix elements of Eq. (1) may be read off from
Eq. (36) in terms of elements in the hypergraph, as
w
(ji)
n′n ≡ kjiΨi(n) where n′ = Yj − Yi + n, (37)
between all pairs (n′,n) separated by the stoichiometric
difference vector Yj − Yi. If multiple reactions produce
transitions between the same pairs of states, the aggre-
gate rates become
wn′n ≡
∑
ji | Yj−Yi=n′−n
w
(ji)
n′n . (38)
In this way a finite adjacency matrix A on complexes
may generate an infinite-rank transition matrix T, which
is the adjacency matrix for an ordinary graph over states.
We will see that for CRNs, the hypergraph furnishes a
representation for macrostates similar to the representa-
tion given by the simple graph for microstates.
From Eq. (38), marginal transition rates wsnsn′s for the
system may be defined using the average (2) over ρe|s.
19 Properly, the generator should be called a “directed multi-
hypergraph” because the complexes are multisets rather than
sets.
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Note that the dependence of the activity products Ψi
on species p within the system remains that of a falling
factorial, even if the average over activities of species in
the environment is complicated. Denote by Ψs(ns) and
ψs
(
e±∂/∂ns
)
the restrictions of the activity and shift func-
tions to the species in the system s, and by ksji
(
ρe|s
)
the
rate constants after computing the sum in Eq. (2) over
the index for species in the environment.
1. Descaling of transition matrices for microstates
Proofs of monotonic change, whether of total relative
entropy (1) or for the components of entropy change par-
titioned out in Sec. II C, take a particularly simple form
for CRNs generated by finitely many reactions. They
make use of finite cycle decompositions of the current
through any microstate or complex, which are derived
from descaled adjacency matrices.
The descaling that produces a transition matrix that
annihilates the uniform measure on both the left and the
right is
Tˆ ≡ ψT
(
e−∂/∂n
)
A diag
[
ψ
(
e∂/∂n
)]
Ψ(n) diag
[
ρ
n
]
(39)
for the whole mesoscale, or
Tˆs ≡ ψsT
(
e−∂/∂ns
)
As diag
[
ψs
(
e∂/∂ns
)]
Ψs(ns) diag
[
ρ¯sns
]
(40)
for the subsystem s, by definition of the stationary states.
As in Eq. (40) is the adjacency matrix on complexes that
gives rate constants wsnsn′s from Eq. (2). These descalings
are familiar as the ones leading to the dual time-reversed
generators in the fluctuation theorem for housekeeping
heat [44].
We return to use the descaled microstate transition
matrices (39,40) in monotonicity proofs for general CRNs
in Sec. V, but before doing that, we use the descaling
in the state space to motivate an analogous and sim-
pler descaling for macrostates at the level of the hyper-
graph. That descaling illustrates the cycle decomposi-
tion on finitely many states, though it only yields the
f -Divergence of Eq. (31) as a Lyapunov function for the
complex-balanced CRNs.
2. Descaling of transition matrices for macrostates
The coherent states, which are the moment-generating
functions of Poisson distributions and their duals in the
Doi Hilbert space, are defined as(
φ†
∣∣ ≡ e−φ†φ (0| eφ†a |φ) ≡ ea†φ |0) , (41)
where φ ≡ [φp] is a vector of (generally complex) numbers
and φ† is its Hermitian conjugate. They are eigenstates
respectively of the raising and lowering operators with
eigenvalues
(
φ†
∣∣ a†p = (φ†∣∣φ∗p and ap |φ) = φp |φ).
On the constant trajectories corresponding to a fixed
point of the Hamiltonian equations (23, 24), φ† ≡ 1 and
φ ≡ φ = n, the fixed-point number. We may descale the
coherent-state parameters φ and φ†, which correspond to
classical state variables, by defining
φp ≡ φpϕp φ∗pφp ≡ ϕ∗p. (42)
In vector notation, φ ≡ diag [φ]ϕ, φ† diag [φ] ≡ ϕ†. The
scaling (42) was introduced by Baish [83] to study duali-
ties of correlation functions in Doi-Peliti functional inte-
grals.
The compensating descaling of the adjacency matrix
Aˆ ≡ A diag [ψ(φ)] (43)
may be compared with Eq. (39) for T. A similar descal-
ing may be done for As using ρ¯s. Henceforth we omit the
duplicate notation, and carry out proofs with respect to
whatever is the stationary distribution for a given adja-
cency matrix and hypergraph.
The coherent-state action (25) with Liouville opera-
tor (35) has a symmetric form in descaled variables that is
particularly useful for understanding the relaxation and
escape trajectories in the Hamilton-Jacobi system:
S =
∫
dt
{
φ† diag
[
φ
]
dtϕ− ψT (φ∗) Aˆψ(ϕ)
}
. (44)
3. Equations of motion and the L = 0 manifold
The Hamiltonian equations derived by variation of the
action (44) can be written
diag
[
φ
]
ϕ˙ =
∂ψT
∂φ†
Aˆψ(ϕ) →
φ†=1
Y Aˆψ(ϕ)
φ˙† diag
[
φ
]
= −ψT (φ∗) Aˆ∂ψ
∂ϕ
→
ϕ=1
−ψT (φ∗) AˆY T .
(45)
The general solution is shown first in each line and then
particular limiting forms are shown.
The sub-manifold φ† ≡ 1 contains all relaxation tra-
jectories for any CRN. It is dynamically stable because A
is a stochastic matrix on the left, and thus ψT (1) Aˆ = 0
in the second line of Eq. (45). The image of Y A is called
the stoichiometric subspace, and its dimension is denoted
s ≡ dim [im (Y A)].
An important simplifying property of some CRNs is
known as complex balance of the stationary distribu-
tions.20 It is the condition that the fixed point ψ(n) ∈
20 Complex balance can be ensured at all parameters if a topological
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kerA and not only ∈ kerY A. Since n = φ corresponds
to ϕ = 1 and thus ψ(ϕ) = 1, 1 ∈ ker Aˆ and ϕ˙ = 0 in the
first line of Eq. (45) at any φ†. Complex-balanced CRNs
(with suitable conditions on A to ensure ergodicity on
the complex network [78]) always possess unique interior
fixed points [54, 84] and simple product-form stationary
distributions at these fixed points [70].
For non-complex-balanced stationary solutions, al-
though escapes may have ϕ = 1 as initial conditions, that
value is not dynamically maintained. Recalling the defi-
nition (12) of the number operator, the field np = φ†pφp,
so non-constant φ is required for instantons to escape
from stable fixed points and terminate in saddle fixed
points, in both of which limits φ† → 1.
All relaxations and also the escape trajectories from
fixed points (the instantons) share the property that L ≡
0 for a CRN with time-independent parameters.21 This
submanifold separates into two branches, with φ† ≡ 1 for
relaxations and φ† 6= 1 for escapes.
4. The Schlögl cubic model to illustrate
The features of CRNs with multiple metastable fixed
points are exhibited in a cubic 1-species model introduced
by Schlögl [85], which has been extensively studied [55,
56, 86] as an example of dynamical bistability.
The reaction schema in simplified form is
∅
kd
¯
kd
A 2A
kc
¯
kc
3A. (46)
We choose rate constants so that the mass-action equa-
tion for the number of A particles, given by n, is
n˙ = (n3 − n) (n2 − n) (n1 − n) . (47)
The three fixed points are n ∈ {n1, n2, n3}, of which n1
and n3 are stable, and n2 is a saddle.
The relaxation and escape branches of the L = 0 man-
ifold are shown in Fig. 2. Because the Schlögl model
is 1-dimensional, the condition L = 0 fixes θ(n) along
escape trajectories. Because the stochastic model is a
birth-death process, it is also exactly solvable [87]. We
will return to the example in Sec. VIB to study properties
of the intensive and extensive thermodynamic potentials
for it.
character of the CRN known as deficiency equals zero, but may
also be true for nonzero-deficiency networks for suitably tuned
parameters. In this work nothing requires us to distinguish these
reasons for complex balance.
21 We can see that this must be true because −L is a Hamiltonian
conserved under the equations of motion, and because instan-
tons trace the values of n and θ in the stationary distribution
ρ, which must then have L = 0 to satisfy the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation (22).
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FIG. 2: The two branches of the L = 0 manifold, corre-
sponding to the rate equation (47). φ† ≡ 1 (blue); φ† 6= 1
(red). Trajectories at common n have the same value on the
vertical axis. Time is shown moving toward the front.
B. Large-deviation and Lyapunov roles of the
effective action
The role of entropy in the understanding of Boltzmann
and Gibbs was that of a Lyapunov function [36, 67],
accounting for unidirectionality from microscopically re-
versible mechanics. The much later understanding of en-
tropy in relation to fluctuations [40, 41] – precisely the
opposite of deterministic evolution – is that of a large-
deviation function.
The chain rule in Eq. (34) of Sec. III B 2 relates
the conditional relative entropy associated with quasi-
deterministic relaxation to an additional unconditioned
entropy of metastable states that are stable fixed points
of the Hamiltonian dynamical system. Here we complete
the description of the relation between the Lyapunov and
large-deviation roles of the macrostate entropy (29), and
show how the sum over instantons rather than a single
Hamiltonian trajectory results in deterministic increase
of the unconditioned relative entropy D
(
1n ‖ ρ
)
. In the
Hamilton-Jacobi representation this means constructing
relations between the φ† = 1 and the φ† 6= 1 branches
of the L = 0 manifold. For special cases, such as CRNs
with detailed balance or one-dimensional systems, the
mapping is one of simple time reversal of the n fields in
trajectories. More generally, even for complex-balanced
CRNs where the Lyapunov and large-deviation functions
are the same, the relations between relaxation and escape
trajectories become more variable.
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1. Convexity proof of the Lyapunov property of macrostate
entropy in Hamilton-Jacobi variables
Begin with the dynamics of the relative entropy Seff(n¯)
from Eq. (29), as the state variable n¯ evolves along a re-
laxation solution to the Hamiltonian equations of motion.
The properties of Seff(n¯) follow from its construction as a
large-deviation function along escape trajectories. From
Eq. (20), the time derivative of Seff along an escape tra-
jectories is given by
Seff(n)
∂n
n˙esc = θρ(n) · n˙esc ≡ S˙eff
∣∣∣
esc
. (48)
Hamiltonian trajectories are least-improbable paths of
fluctuation, so escapes are conditionally dependent along
trajectories. The conditional probability to extend a
path, having reached any position along the path, is al-
ways positive, giving S˙eff
∣∣∣
esc
≥ 0 in Eq. (48).
Next compute S˙eff along a relaxation trajectory, for
simplicity considering A (an equivalent construction ex-
ists for As in terms of ρ¯s). The continuum limit of the
relative entropy from Eq. (4) replaces
∑
n →
∫
dn, and
continuously-indexed − log ρ(n¯)n and − log ρn are defined
through the large-deviation functions.
Writing the CRN Liouville operator (35) in coherent-
state arguments, the time dependence is evaluated as
D˙
(
ρ(n¯) ‖ ρ
)
→
∫
dsn log
(
ρ
(n¯)
n
ρ
n
)
ρ˙(n¯)n
∼
∫
dsn log
(
ρ
(n¯)
n
ρ
n
)[
ψT (z)Aψ
(n
z
)]
ρ(n¯)n
=
∑
ji
kji
∫
dsn log
(
ρ
(n¯)
n
ρ
n
)
eθ(Yj−Yi)ψi(n) ρ(n¯)n
≈
∑
ji
kji
∫
dsn
∂
∂np
log
(
ρ
(n¯)
n
ρ
n
)∣∣∣∣∣
n¯
(n− n¯)p
× (n− n¯)q
−∂2 log ρ(n¯)n
∂nq∂nr
∣∣∣∣∣
n¯
(Yj − Yi)rψi(n) ρ(n¯)n
=
∑
ji
kji
−∂ log ρ
n
∂np
∣∣∣∣
n¯
(Yj − Yi)pψi(n¯)
=
−∂ log ρ
n
∂n
∣∣∣∣
n¯
· Y Aˆψi(n¯)
= θρ(n¯) · n˙ρ(n¯)(0)
= S˙eff(n¯)
∣∣∣
rel
. (49)
In Eq. (49) z abbreviates zρ(n¯)(n) ≡ exp θρ(n¯)(n) from
Eq. (22), for the Seff that is the continuum approxi-
mation of − log ρ(n¯). The third through fifth lines ex-
pand A explicitly in terms of rate constants kji following
Eq. (35), to collocate all terms in θ ≡ log z in the Li-
ouville operator. The fourth line expands log
(
ρ(n¯)/ρ
)
and θ to linear order in n − n¯ in neighborhoods of the
saddle point n¯ of ρ(n¯). The matrix
[−∂2 log ρ/∂nq∂nr]
is the inverse of the Fisher metric that is the variance[〈
(n− n¯)p(n− n¯)q
〉]
[38], so the product of the two is
just the identity [δpr].
In the penultimate line of Eq. (49), θρ(n¯) is the value
of ∂Seff/∂n for the escape trajectory passing through n¯,
and now n˙ρ(n¯)(0) is the velocity along the relaxation tra-
jectory rather than the Hamilton-Jacobi escape solution
at n¯. So the net effect of the large-deviation approxima-
tion on relative entropy has been to replace escape with
relaxation velocity vectors at a fixed value of θ Legendre
dual to n¯.
Lemma: θρ(n¯) · n˙ρ(n¯)(0) ≤ 0.
Proof: The proof follows from four observations:
1. L = 0: As noted, for both escapes and relaxations,
L(θ, n) = 0.
2. Convexity: Both the potential value θρ for the
escape trajectory, and the velocity n˙ of the relax-
ation trajectory, are evaluated at the same loca-
tion n¯ = nρ(n¯)(0). The Liouville function −L =∑
ji kji
(
eθ(Yj−Yi) − 1)ψi(n), with all kji > 0, is
convex on the s-dimensional sub-manifold of fixed
n. L is bounded above at fixed n, and in order for
cycles to be possible, shift vectors (Yj − Yi) giv-
ing positive exponentials must exist for all direc-
tions of θ in the stoichiometric subspace. Therefore
L → −∞ at large |θ| in every direction, and the re-
gion L > 0 at fixed n is bounded. The boundary
L(θ, n) = 0 at fixed n is likewise convex with re-
spect to θ as affine coordinates, and L > 0 is its
interior.
3. Chord: The vector (θ − 0) is thus a chord span-
ning the L = 0 submanifold of co-dimension 1
within the s-dimensional manifold of fixed n.
4. Outward-directedness: The equation of motion
n˙ = −∂L/∂θ gives n˙(θ, n) as the outward normal
function to the surface L(θ, n) = 0. The outward
normal at θ = 0 is the classical relaxation trajec-
tory. Every chord (θ − 0) of the surface lies in its
interior, implying that θρ(n) · n˙(0, n) < 0 for any n,
and thus θρ(n¯) · n˙ρ(n¯)(0) ≤ 0. 
The conditional part of the relative entropy,
−D(ρ(n¯) ‖ ρ), is thus shown to be monotone increasing
along relaxation trajectories, which is the Lyapunov role
for the entropy state function familiar from classical ther-
modynamics. That increase ends when n¯ terminates in
the trajectory fixed point n(n¯).
2. Instantons and the loss of Large-deviation accessibility
from first passages
The deterministic analysis of Eq. (49) is refined by the
inclusion of instanton trajectories through the following
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sequence of observations, completing the discussion be-
gun in Sec. III B 2. Relevant trajectories are shown in
Fig. 1.
1. The 2nd law as formulated in Eq. (4) is approx-
imated in the large-deviation limit not by a sin-
gle Hamiltonian trajectory, but by the sum of all
Hamiltonian trajectories, from an initial condition.
Along a single trajectory, −D(ρ(n¯) ‖ ρ) could in-
crease or decrease.
2. −D(ρ(n¯) ‖ ρ) increases everywhere in the subman-
ifold θ = 0 of the manifold L = 0, by Eq. (49).
This is the classical increase of (relative) entropy
of Boltzmann and Gibbs. −D(ρ(n¯) ‖ ρ) decreases
everywhere in the submanifold θ 6= 0 of the mani-
fold L = 0, by Eq. (48). This is the construction of
the log-probability for large deviations. These es-
cape paths, however, simply lead to the evaluations
of Seff(n) ∼ − log ρn
∣∣∣
n≈n
, the stationary distribu-
tion.
3. If a CRN has a single fixed point n, there is a
unique θ = 0 trajectory from any starting n¯ to
it, and −D(ρ(n¯) ‖ ρ) increases deterministically by
Eq. (49) along that single path. The black tra-
jectory with arrow converging exactly in a domain
fixed point is such a path in Fig. 1.
4. If a CRN has multiple fixed points and instantons,
all trajectories are exponentially close to the exact
θ = 0 trajectory before they enter a small neighbor-
hood around the terminus n(n¯) of the exact trajec-
tory; that is: they give the appearance of being
the black deterministic trajectory in Fig. 1. The
trajectory sum is correspondingly close to the de-
terministic relaxation that increases the conditional
entropy Seff(n(n¯))− Seff(n¯) in Eq. (34).
5. On longer times, however, the infinite sum of for-
mally distinct Hamiltonian trajectories disperses
into a sum over series of instantons making a ran-
dom walk among fixed points, with an integral for
each passage over the possible times at which the
escape occurs. (See [76] Ch.7.) Such a sum is
shown as a tree of colored first-passage trajecto-
ries in Fig. 1. The “cross-sectional” sum at a sin-
gle observation time over instantons distinguished
by their escaping times gives the same result as
a longitudinal line integral along a single instan-
ton between the start time and the observation.
That integral of −
(
∂ log ρ
(n¯)
n /∂n
)
n˙ through a full
passage (escape instanton + succeeding relaxation)
gives Seff(n)−Seff(n′) = log
(
wmacron′n /w
macro
nn′
)
. The
escape from fixed point n to a saddle between n and
a fixed point n′ in an adjacent basin, which we de-
note n¯ = n′‡n, is an integral over Eq. (48), while the
relaxation from the saddle n¯ to the fixed point n′
is an integral over Eq. (49). These are the classical
“entropy fluctuations” of stochastic thermodynam-
ics.
6. The contribution to the probability of a trajec-
tory from each instanton comes only from the
θ 6= 0 sub-manifold, and is given by wmacron′n ∼
e−[Seff(n¯)−Seff(n)] ≡ e−∆Seff , just the leaving rate
from the macrostate 1n. The result, upon coarse-
graining to the macroscale (see Table I and the top
diagram in Fig. 1) where first-passages become in-
stantaneous elementary events, is a new stochas-
tic process on discrete states corresponding to
the mesoscale Hamiltonian fixed points {n, n′, . . .}.
The coarse-grained counterpart to D
(
1n(n¯) ‖ ρ
)
from Eq. (34) is the Lyapunov function reduced
by a transition matrix Tmacro with matrix elements
wmacron′n . The coarse-graining and the reduction of
D
(
1n(n¯) ‖ ρ
)
are described in detail for a 2-basin
example in [48].
7. The properties of Tmacro are exactly those we have
assumed for T as inputs to the mesoscale, complet-
ing the self-consistency of our recursively-defined
multi-level model universe.
V. CYCLE DECOMPOSITIONS AND
NON-DECREASE OF INTRINSIC AND
EXTRINSIC RELATIVE ENTROPIES
Schnakenberg [58] introduced a method to solve for
the dissipation of a driven CRN in terms of steady cyclic
currents within the network, coupled to flows into or
out of environmental buffers modeled as chemostats [51].
A similar decomposition can be used here to derive
the positive-semidefiniteness of the relative entropy and
housekeeping terms in Eq. (11). The form of the CRN
generator leads to a decomposition of entropy changes
into sums of densities convected around a basis of cy-
cles by the stationary-state currents. Positivity is proved
by convexity arguments similar to those for the standard
fluctuation theorems [16, 44, 45], and the cycle decom-
position expresses the duality relations of those theorems
in terms of shifts forward or backward around cycles.
Sec. IV constructed the relation between the hyper-
graph adjacency matrix A and stoichiometry Y , and the
microstate transition matrix T. Each reaction in the hy-
pergraph acts regularly as a rule on indefinitely many
microstates, making CRNs an example of rule-based sys-
tems [88]. This section extends that mapping to cycle
decompositions. For finitely-generated CRNs, there is a
finite basis of either cyclic flows through complexes or
stoichiometrically coupled cycles called hyperflows [59],
with the interpretation of mass-action currents. From
these, a (generally infinite) basis of finite-length cycles
can be constructed for flows in the microstate space,
which projects onto the basis in the hypergraph. We
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first use the finite basis of macrostate currents to prove
monotonicity results for f -divergences where those ex-
ist, showing how the projection of cycles can result in a
projection of the Lyapunov property between levels.
The parallelism between microstates and macrostates
only holds, however, when the bases for currents at
both levels contain only cycles. More generally, when
macrostate currents include non-cyclic hyperflows, the
analogy between the two levels is broken, leading to loss
of the f -divergence as a Lyapunov function on macrostate
variables and generally to much greater difficulty of solv-
ing for the stationary distribution on microstates. The
conditions for different classes of flows on the hypergraph
are the basis for a complexity classification of CRNs,
and both the form of the large-deviation function and
the symmetry between its Lyapunov and large-deviation
roles differ across classes.
A. Complexity classes and cycle decompositions of
stationary currents on the hypergraph
Remarkably, the properties of classical fixed points in
the Hamilton-Jacobi representation are sufficient to clas-
sify CRNs in a hierarchy with three nested levels of com-
plexity, according to the mass-action currents at the fixed
points. Let n again denote the fixed point.
1. The CRNs with detailed balance are those in
which kjiψi(n) = kijψj(n), for all pairs of com-
plexes 〈j, i〉 connected by a reaction. Under the
descaling (43), this condition is that AˆT = Aˆ.
2. The CRNs with complex balance only require∑
i kjiψi(n) =
∑
j kijψj(n), for each complex j, or
under descaling, Aˆψ(1) = 0.
3. The general case requires only Y Aψ(n), the condi-
tion of current balance at each species p, or under
descaling, only Y Aˆψ(1) = 0.
The classes are summarized in Table. III,
case complexity class
Y Aˆ1 = 0 general case
Aˆ1 = 0 complex-balanced
AˆT = Aˆ detailed-balanced
TABLE III: Hierarchical categories of stationary distribu-
tions of CRNs.
1. Complex balance and relations of the Lyapunov and
large-deviation roles of Seff
It is known that complex-balanced CRNs (with tech-
nical conditions to ensure ergodicity on the complex
network under A [78, 89]) possess unique interior fixed
points [54], and moreover that their exact steady states ρ
are products of Poisson distributions or sections through
such products [70] defined by conserved quantities under
the stoichiometry. Their generating functions are the co-
herent states from Sec. III B 1. It is immediate that all
classical states obtained by exponential tilts with param-
eter z = eθ are likewise coherent states with state vari-
ables
n¯p ≡ eθpnp, (50)
and that the f -divergence of Eq. (30) is the macrostate
relative entropy function.
From the equations of motion (45), within either the
φ† ≡ 1 or φ† 6= 1 sub-manifolds, the time derivatives
of Seff along escape and relaxation trajectories, Eq. (49)
and Eq. (48) respectively, take the forms
S˙eff
∣∣∣
rel
= log
(
n
n
)
· n˙rel = log
(
n
n
)
· Y Aˆψ
(
n
n
)
S˙eff
∣∣∣
esc
= log
(
n
n
)
· n˙esc = − log
(
n
n
)
· Y AˆTψ
(
n
n
)
.
(51)
By Eq. (50), ψi appearing in Eq. (51) evaluate to
ψi
(
n
n
)
= eθYi . (52)
a. Finite cycle decomposition of the steady state cur-
rent: By definition of complex balance, Aˆ1 = 0, in ad-
dition to the general condition that 1T Aˆ = 0T . Any such
matrix acting over finitely many complexes may be writ-
ten as a sum of adjacency matrices for cyclic flows, which
we index α, with positive coefficients ¯α equal to the cur-
rents around those cycles in the stationary state. For the
subclass with detailed balance, a decomposition in cycles
of length 2 is always possible.
Letting
∑
ji|α denote the sum over directed links ji in
order around the cycle α, the trajectory derivatives (51)
may be decomposed as
S˙eff
∣∣∣
rel
= θ · n˙rel = −
∑
α
¯α
∑
ji|α
eθYi · log
(
eθYi
eθYj
)
S˙eff
∣∣∣
esc
= θ · n˙esc =
∑
α
¯α
∑
ji|α
eθYj · log
(
eθYj
eθYi
)
. (53)
(· indicates the vector inner product over the species in-
dex p.)
Letting
∑
i|α denote the sum over all complexes in the
cycle α, the complex activities (52) may be normalized
to vectors pα ≡
[
pi|α
]
with unit measure, as
pi|α ≡ e
θYi∑
j|α eθYj
. (54)
Then the trajectory derivatives (53), themselves the time
derivatives of the f -divergence (34), may be written in
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terms of positive semidefinite KL divergences of the mea-
sures pα from their own images advanced or retarded by
one complex around each cycle:
θ · n˙|rel = −
∑
α
¯α∑
i|α
eθYi
∑
ji|α
pi|α · log
(
pi|α
pj|α
)
θ · n˙|esc =
∑
α
¯α∑
i|α
eθYi
∑
ji|α
pj|α · log
(
pj|α
pi|α
)
.
(55)
Non-negativity of the KL divergences in every term of
Eq. (55) recovers the monotonicities of Seff along relax-
ation and escape trajectories from Sec. IVB1. The total
time derivatives are decomposed into terms over finitely
many cycles, each independently having the same sign,
a stronger decomposition than can be obtained from the
convexity proofs for increase of relative entropy [58] for
general CRNs.
b. Locally linear coordinates for classical entropy
change in complex-balanced CRNs Note that the cycle-
KL divergences, multiplied by the density factors∑
i|α e
θYi , define a coordinate system that is locally in-
vertible for the coordinates θ except at isolated points:
xα− ≡
∑
ji|α
eθYi log
(
eθYi
eθYj
)
xα+ ≡
∑
ji|α
eθYj log
(
eθYj
eθYi
)
. (56)
The time derivatives of Seff from Eq. (53) may be written
in these coordinates as a linear system,
S˙eff
∣∣∣
rel
= D˙
(
eθY ‖ 1)
rel
= θ · n˙rel = −
∑
α
¯αxα−
S˙eff
∣∣∣
esc
= D˙
(
eθY ‖ 1)
esc
= θ · n˙esc =
∑
α
¯αxα+. (57)
Fig. 3 shows examples of the coordinates (56) for a 2-
cycle and a 3-cycle in the simplex of normalized activities
ψi/
∑
j ψj for three species i ∈ {A,B,C}.
2. Vorticity in the flowfield of stationary trajectories
Recall (Table III) that detailed balance means AˆT = Aˆ.
In this case Eq. (51) implies equal and opposite change of
Seff along relaxations and escapes, because the two tra-
jectories are time-reverses of each other. Detailed bal-
ance thus generalizes the time-reversal symmetry of 1-
dimensional systems to any number of dimensions, and
is a correspondingly restrictive condition. This is the as-
sumption in classical thermodynamics that identifies the
Lyapunov and large-deviation roles of the entropy state
function.
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FIG. 3: Simplex for a probability distribution p =
(pA, pB , pC), with two coordinates xAB and xABC of the form
in Eq. (56) on a 2-cycle and a 3-cycle.
Already for complex-balanced CRNs, exact time rever-
sal is generally broken. The gradients of the tangent vec-
tors to relaxation and escape trajectories, with respect to
the exponential-family coordinates θ in Eq. (50), evaluate
to
∂(n˙rel)p
∂θq
= YpAˆdiag
[
ψ
(
eθ
)]
Y Tq
∂(n˙esc)p
∂θq
= −YpAˆT diag
[
ψ
(
eθ
)]
Y Tq . (58)
A measure of the time-asymmetry of the CRN is the vor-
ticity, defined as the antisymmetric part of the matri-
ces (58). This vorticity equals the gradient of the sum of
tangent vectors to relaxations and escapes at the same
point,
∂(n˙esc + n˙rel)p
∂θq
= Yp
(
Aˆ− AˆT
)
diag
[
ψ
(
eθ
)]
Y Tq . (59)
At the fixed point where θ = 0, the vorticity is the anti-
symmetric part of the matrix Y AY T .
3. Hyperflow decomposition for non-complex-balanced
CRNs
For complex-balanced CRNs, Aˆ describes flows on the
complex network, which is an ordinary directed graph.
For non-complex balanced flows, Y Aˆ1 = 0 but A1 6= 0.
Aˆ therefore cannot be written as a sum of adjacency
matrices for currents on cycles in the complex graph.
However, because net current still equals zero for ev-
ery species, a basis for the currents at any fixed point
still exists in balanced hyperflows. If the elements of Y
are all integer values (as they are for chemistry or for
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biological population processes), the basis elements are
balanced integer hyperflows [59]. Each such flow is an as-
signment of a set of non-negative integers to every cur-
rent with nonzero kji, such that the net currents at each
species vanish.
We may continue to refer to basis hyperflows with in-
dex α by extension of the complex-balanced case, and
for each basis element there is a non-negative current
¯α which is the coefficient of that flow in the stationary-
state current solution. Integer hyperflows cannot be used
to express S˙eff as sums of KL divergences with uniform
sign, in keeping with the variety of complications that
arise for S˙eff in for non-complex-balanced CRNs.
B. Cycle decomposition in the microstate space,
and non-decrease of relative entropy components
Next we apply a cycle decomposition similar to the
one in the previous section, but in the microstate space
rather than on the hypergraph, to prove non-negativity
of the first two terms in Eq. (11). The crucial distinction
between the two levels is that balanced integer flows can
always be mapped to cycles in the state space. For cycles
in the hypergraph a natural map is unique; for more gen-
eral flows many mappings may be possible. Relative en-
tropies thus give Lyapunov functions more generally for
distributions over microstates than for macrostate vari-
ables. However, unlike the hypergraph where basis de-
compositions are finite, in the state space they generally
require solution for infinitely many cycle currents and are
difficult except in special cases.
1. The system-marginal relative entropy from ρ¯s
The system s and environment e must now be consid-
ered explicitly because housekeeping heat is an embed-
ding of s in s ⊗ e. We therefore work in system indices
{ns} and descale with the steady state ρ¯s at the instanta-
neous ρe|s. In the following derivations ρs and ρe|s can be
any normalizable distributions; macrostates are no longer
singled out. The time-change of D(ρs ‖ ρ¯s), fixing ρ¯s as
before, follows from Eq. (1) and the form (40), as
D˙(ρs ‖ ρ¯s) =
∑
ns
log
(
ρsns
ρ¯sns
)
ρ˙sns
=
∑
ns
log
(
ρsns
ρ¯sns
)
× ψsT
(
e−∂/∂ns
)
As diag
[
ψs
(
e∂/∂ns
)]
Ψs(ns) ρ
s
ns
=
∑
n′sns
log
(
ρsn′s
ρ¯sn′s
)
· Tˆsn′s,ns
(
ρsns
ρ¯sns
)
. (60)
From the definition (40), 1T Tˆs = 0 and Tˆs1 = 0,
as was the case for complex-balanced As. Therefore Tˆs
can be written as a sum of adjacency matrices for cy-
cles, weighted by the currents around those cycles in the
steady state. For a general CRN, it would not be as-
sured that these cycles were all of finite length or that
there were only finitely many of them passing through
any given state ns. However, for a CRN in which both
the dimensions of A and Y and their matrix elements are
finite, the integer hyperflow decomposition under As and
Y s is in turn finite, and the basis flows can be embedded
in the microstate space to give a decomposition of Tˆs.
Let α index any basis of integer hyperflows spanning
kerY A. The cyclic flows spanning kerA embed with-
out ambiguity in the state space, as images the cycles on
the complex network. Each cycle α defines a sequence
of state shifts {n→ n + Yj − Yi} when the transitions
{ji | α} in the cycle are activated in order.
Non-complex-balanced integer flows also create cycles
through states, because by construction the sum of sto-
ichiometric shifts in a balanced flow is zero. However,
there may be a choice in the way a given flow projects
into the state space, depending on the realization, defined
as the order in which the reaction events in the flow are
activated. Any order is acceptable, as long as each state
in the cycle can be reached by a reaction that can exe-
cute.22 We then extend the indexing α from the images
of the complex-balanced cycles to include all the integer
flows.
Once a cycle realization has been chosen for each inte-
ger hyperflow, an embedding of these flows in the state
space is defined as follows. Pick an arbitrary starting
complex in the cycle, and for each ns, embed an image of
the cycle with the starting complex sampled at ns. Then
every state is passed through by every cycle with each
complex in the cycle sampling from that state exactly
once. Every link has a finite number of cycles passing
through it, because the number of integer flows spanning
kerY A and the length of each flow are both finite.
A set of currents {¯α,n} that sum to the steady-state
currents over each transition is then assigned to the cy-
cles, indexed by the state n where which cycle α samples
at its starting complex. Solving for the values of the
{¯α,n} is of course equivalent to solving for ρ¯, and is not
generally a finite problem.
22 This condition is called reachability. It can be violated if there
are boundary states with too few individuals to permit the in-
put complex to some reaction to be formed. States may be
grouped into equivalence classes under reachability, as a means
to study network features such as autocatalysis. Reachability is
beyond the scope of this paper. For the large-population limits
to which large-deviation scaling applies, under finitely generated
reactions, all states will have arbitrarily many members and will
be equivalent under reachability, so all embeddings of a finite
integer hyperflow will always complete.
22
With these notations in place, Eq. (60) becomes
D˙(ρs ‖ ρ¯s) = −
∑
ns
∑
α
¯sα,ns
∑
n′sns|α
(
ρsns
ρ¯sns
)
log
(
ρsns/ρ¯
s
ns
ρsn′s/ρ¯
s
n′s
)
.
(61)
Eq. (61) is a non-positive sum of KL divergences of prob-
ability ratios
(
ρsns/ρ¯
s
ns
)
referenced to their own values
advanced around cycles, of the same form as Eq. (53)
for complex activities eθYi for macrostates on the hyper-
graph. The state space divergence involves an additional
sum over the reference state ns. Because the sum over α
is finite, the contribution at each ns is finite and propor-
tional by finite factors to ρ¯sn′s within a finite neighborhood
of ns. Therefore the sum (61) is finite. This proves that
the first line of Eq. (11) is non-decreasing. 
2. Non-negativity of the housekeeping entropy rate
The cycle decomposition on the state space may also
be used to prove non-negativity of the housekeeping en-
tropy rate (10) introduced by Hatano and Sasa [47]. Here
rather than work with entropy changes over extended-
time paths, we prove positivity moment by moment from
the master equation.
Unlike the relative entropy within the system, the
housekeeping entropy rate is not only a function of ag-
gregated within-system transition rates wsnsn′s , but must
be disaggregated to all distinct system-environment in-
teractions. Begin by expressing the sum of all transition
currents both in terms of elementary events and in the
previous cycle decomposition:
Jsρ ≡
∑
ns
ρsns
∑
n′s 6=ns
∑
n|ns
∑
n′|n′s
∑
ji | yj−yi=n′−n
w
(ji)
n′n ρ
e|s
n
≡
∑
ns
ρsns
∑
n′s 6=ns
wsn′sns
=
∑
ns
∑
α
¯sα,ns
∑
n′sns|α
(
ρsns
ρ¯sns
)
, (62)
where w(ji)n′n is labeled by the particular reaction connect-
ing n and n′.23
We follow the construction of correlation functions for
a counting process from [45], for a quantity r with event-
dependent values r(ji) defined as
r
(ji)
n′n ≡ log
w(ji)n′n ρ¯snsρe|sn
w
(ji)
nn′ ρ¯
s
n′s
ρ
e|s
n′
 . (63)
23 For notational simplicity, we suppose that each ordered pair of
complexes (ji) is connected by at most one reaction – this still
allows a common difference vector Yj − Yi to be mediated by
several distinct pairs (ji) – the generalization to more complex
cases is straightforward.
A total housekeeping entropy rate denoted S˙HK is a sum
over pairs of system states, of the quantity in Eq. (10).
Written as an expectation of r, it is
S˙HK ≡
∑
ns
∑
n′s 6=ns
σHKnsn′sw
s
nsn′s
=
∑
ns
∑
α
¯sα,ns
∑
n′sns|α
(
ρsn
ρ¯sn
)
× 1
wsn′sns
∑
n|ns
∑
n′|n′s
∑
ji | yj−yi=n′−n
w
(ji)
n′n ρ
e|s
n r
(ji)
n′n . (64)
The sign of Eq. (64) can be deduced from convexity of
the observable e−r, as in the usual fluctuation theorems.
r is nonzero only on transitions, the terms in the sum
in Eq. (62). Let dt be a short time interval. Then the
expectation of any function of r on the interval will be(
1− dt Jsρ
)
times its value in an unchanging state, plus
a term ∝ dt from transitions. Extracting the contribu-
tion ∝ dt for expectations of 1 and e−r over the interval,
denoted 〈 〉dt, gives
〈1〉dt −
(
1− dt Jsρ
)
= dt
∑
ns
∑
α
¯α,ns
∑
n′sns|α
(
ρsns
ρ¯sns
)
〈
e−r
〉
dt
− (1− dt Jsρ) = dt∑
ns
(
ρsns
ρ¯sns
) ∑
n′s 6=ns
∑
n|ns
∑
n′|n′s
×
∑
ji | yj−yi=n′−n
w
(ji)
n′n ρ
e|s
n ρ¯
s
nse
−r(ji)
n′n
= dt
∑
ns
(
ρsns
ρ¯sns
) ∑
n′s 6=ns
∑
n|ns
∑
n′|n′s
×
∑
ji | yj−yi=n′−n
w
(ji)
nn′ ρ
e|s
n′ ρ¯
s
n′s
= dt
∑
ns
(
ρsns
ρ¯sns
) ∑
n′s 6=ns
wsnsn′s ρ¯
s
n′s
= dt
∑
ns
∑
α
¯α,ns
∑
n′sns|α
(
ρsn′s
ρ¯sn′s
)
.
(65)
Between the third and fourth lines in the evaluation of
〈e−r〉dt, index labels n and n′ are switched. Because
the steady state currents decompose into cycles, whether
(ρ/ρ¯) is summed over the first index or over the second
index along a cycle, the sum is the same. Hence the two
expressions in Eq. (65) are the same. By Jensen’s in-
equality, d〈r〉dt/dt = S˙HK ≥ 0, proving that Eq. (64),
which is the second line of Eq. (11), is non-decreasing. 
Remark: The Hatano-Sasa generating function is con-
structed to replace the transition matrix Tˆ with its ad-
joint [45]. In Eq. (65), this relation is reflected in the
way 〈e−r〉dt switches (ρ/ρ¯) to the tail position of links,
whereas in 〈1〉dt it is in the head position. Exactly the
same sum arises if positivity of D˙(ρs ‖ ρ¯s) is proved by
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a similar convexity argument, from the expectation of(
ρsn′s/ρ¯
s
n′s
)
/
(
ρsns/ρ¯
s
ns
)
over an interval dt, which is the in-
verse exponential of the log-ratio of Hartley information
appearing in Eq. (61). Thus the two fluctuation theorems
are for generating functions spanning the same chord be-
tween two probability measures, though the counting ob-
servables in the two generating functions are distinct.
VI. EXAMPLES
A. Dualizing the housekeeping embedding
thermodynamics
In the first example the system s is elementary: a 2-
state model of polymerization and hydrolysis. Our in-
terest is in how the embedding of such a model in a 1-
parameter family of environments is captured in the in-
tensive and extensive thermodynamic parameters, when
these produce identical distributions ρ¯s, but with differ-
ing housekeeping entropy rate.
The motivation for the model is a question from as-
trobiology: in how far can two environments be con-
sidered analogues simply because they produce similar
distributions for a material considered to be of biologi-
cal interest. For instance, is Titan an analogue to early
Earth if both are believed to support significant polymer-
ization of small organic molecules [90–92], even if poly-
mers on Titan are stable and near equilibrium at low wa-
ter activity, whereas Earth produced them (putatively)
through a competition between ligation driven by dise-
quilibrium leaving groups such as phosphates [93, 94] or
thioesters [95, 96] and disequilibrium hydrolysis?
The polymerization/hydrolysis mechanism, though el-
ementary, can be a foundation for more complex hetero-
geneous polymerization models [66], in which polymers
once formed may be sensitive to other consequences of
water activity, such as propensity to fold or to aggregate.
We ask, to what extent can the rate balance that governs
polymerization, and water activity per se, be decoupled
as measures of environmental similarity. The example
will show that in the limit where one driving buffer goes
to zero concentration and a subset of reactions become
strictly irreversible, the two parameters can be made in-
dependent.
In this example all influences on what we should call
thermodynamic order come from kinetics in buffered non-
equilibrium settings. Total entropy production is unin-
formative because the entropy associated with the poly-
mer distribution sits atop a housekeeping heat that can
be varied freely. Even knowing that housekeeping heat
depends on a difference of chemical potentials gives no
information when that difference is taken to infinity in
an irreversible limit. Thus none of the conservation laws
linking the model to microscopically reversible mechanics
provide information beyond what is in the transition ma-
trix. Yet the thermodynamics of the process retains a reg-
ular representation: dualization of the housekeeping heat
introduces an intensive state variable that is just the reg-
ular current through the polymerization/hydrolysis cy-
cle, even in the strictly irreversible limit.
1. One system, families of environments
a. Elementary reactions: For simplicity we let en-
vironmental distributions ρe|s be Poisson with large ca-
pacity as a model of chemostats, and omit them from
the explicit notation. Half-reaction rate constants are
denoted kˆi and ˆ¯ki where i is a label.
The first reaction type in the model is reversible dehy-
drating polymerization and hydrolysis, with schema
A
kˆ1
ˆ
k¯1
A∗ + H2O. (66)
A are monomers in solution, buffered at unit activity,
and A∗ are monomers attached to the end of a polymer
by dehydrating condensation. n denotes the number of
A∗, which we will interpret as polymer lengths, and is
the index for the system state. Water is also buffered,
at activity aH2O, which is varied as a control parameter
across a family of environments.
A second process, involving only environment species
to define a reference scale for chemical potentials, is hy-
drolysis of a phosphoanhydride bond, with schema
P∗ + H2O
kˆ2
ˆ
k¯2
P. (67)
P∗ is a bound form with activity aP∗ , and P a hydrolyzed
form, with activity aP.24
Monomer ligation driven by phosphate hydrolysis is
the stoichiometrically coupled reaction
A+ P∗
kˆ3
ˆ
k¯3
A∗ + P. (68)
Equilibrium constants for the three reactions (66–68) are
denoted Kˆi = kˆi/ˆ¯ki. In actual chemistry, detailed bal-
ance implies the relation Kˆ3 = Kˆ1Kˆ2. To simplify no-
tation we will choose activity units to set k¯3/k¯1 = 1.
Reaction 2 contributes only to dissipation internal to the
environment (the third line in Eq. (11)), and we omit it,
so the scale of k¯2 never enters.
24 Eq. (67) is a stand-in for a variety of phosphoryl group-transfer
processes, some linear as shown and some higher-order in the
hydrolyzed species [94]. For higher-order reactions, appropriate
powers of the activity would replace aP in the expressions below,
without otherwise changing the results.
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b. Poisson stationary distribution over polymer
lengths: The stationary distribution ρ¯s for polymer
length n under the joint action of reactions (66,68) is
Poisson with parameter Keff , given by
ρ¯sn+1 (n + 1)
ρ¯sn
≡ Keff = Kˆ1 + Kˆ3aP
∗
aH2O + aP
= n. (69)
c. The varieties of chemical disequilibrium: We are
interested in families of environments that share the same
value of Keff and so are indistinguishable from within
the system. Chemical-potential coordinates within such
a family are
log
(
KeffaH2O
Kˆ1
)
≡ µH
log
(
Kˆ2aP∗aH2O
aP
)
≡ µP . (70)
µH is the chemical potential for hydrolysis in the station-
ary polymer distribution. µP is the chemical potential of
the phosphate system for hydrolysis.
Within surfaces of constant Keff we consider varia-
tion of phosphate and water activities along contours of
fixed aP/aH2O,25 and vary this ratio later to define routes
to irreversibility. The thermodynamic equilibrium corre-
sponds to µP = µH = 0, or
Kˆ2aP∗ =
aP
aH2O
aH2O
Kˆ1
=
1
Keff
. (71)
At equilibrium the sub-system stationary distribution ρ¯s
is also the marginal ρs of the whole-system equilibrium;
to emphasize that it is fixed as µH and µP are varied
across a family of environments, we reference distribu-
tions to ρs.
The activities governing reaction fluxes then depend
on the coordinates (70) as
aH2O =
Kˆ1
Keff
eµH
aP =
Kˆ1
Keff
eµH (eµH − 1)
(eµP − eµH )
aP∗ =
1
Kˆ2
eµP (eµH − 1)
(eµP − eµH ) . (72)
Fixed aP/aH2O contours near and far from equilibrium
satisfy
µP − µH
µH
→
µP→0
aH2O
aP
µP − µH →
µP→∞
log
(
aH2O
aP
)
. (73)
25 aP∗ is a nonlinear function of the value of aP along this contour.
d. Cycle decomposition of steady-state currents: If
environmental marginals ρe|s are chemostats at the indi-
cated chemical potentials, then currents in the stationary
system distribution at a state n are proportional to ρs
n
by
factors that do not depend on n, and can be decomposed
into three “specific currents” around cycles, which are
functions of the chemostat activities
ˆ1 =
Kˆ1
2
(eµH + 1)
ˆ3 =
Kˆ1
2
(
eµH − 1
eµP − eµH
)
(eµP + eµH )
ˆδ = Kˆ1 (e
µH − 1) . (74)
ˆ1 is the average of forward and reverse currents in re-
action (66), and ˆ3 the average of forward and reverse
currents in reaction (68), divided by ρs
n
. ˆδ is the dif-
ference of forward and reverse currents, which must be
equal and opposite in reactions (66) and (68) in station-
ary state, also divided by ρs
n
; it is the only current in
Schnakenberg’s fundamental graph [58] for this CRN.26
The fundamental graph omits currents ˆ1 and ˆ3 because
they do not lead to dissipation in the stationary state,
but they do for more general states.
2. The housekeeping entropy rate
The housekeeping entropy rate (64), for an arbitrary
system distribution ρs, evaluates in terms of the specific
currents (74) and the density ρs, to
S˙HK ≡
∑
n
∑
n′ 6=n
σHKnn′w
s
nn′ρ
s
n′
=
∑
n
{(
ρ
ρ
)s
n+1
[(
ˆ1 +
ˆδ
2
)
µH −
(
ˆ3 − ˆδ
2
)
(µP − µH)
]
+
(
ρ
ρ
)s
n
[(
ˆ3 +
ˆδ
2
)
(µP − µH)−
(
ˆ1 − ˆδ
2
)
µH
]}
ρs
n
∼ ˆδµP +
∫
dn ρs
n
∂
∂n
(
ρ
ρ
)s
n
[ˆ1µH + ˆ3 (µH − µP )] .
(75)
The second expression is a continuum approximation
to first order in derivatives, with − log ρsn understood
as usual to be approximated by the appropriate large-
deviation function Seff .
26 ˆδ is so named because we have called it a “δ-flow” in [55, 56].
The number of possible independent net flows in the stationary
state of a CRN equals Feinberg’s [54] topological characteristic
termed deficiency and denoted δ. The CRN of this example has
δ = 1.
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To check that the exact (discrete) form of Eq. (75) is
positive semidefinite for arbitrary ρs, define measures
p ≡ ˆ1 − ˆδ/2
ˆ1 + ˆ3
1− p ≡ ˆ3 + ˆδ/2
ˆ1 + ˆ3
q ≡ ˆ1 + ˆδ/2
ˆ1 + ˆ3
1− q ≡ ˆ3 − ˆδ/2
ˆ1 + ˆ3
. (76)
From the formulae (74) it follows that
p
q
= e−µH
1− p
1− q = e
µP−µH , (77)
and thus Eq. (75) can be written
S˙HK =
∑
n
ρs
n
(ˆ1 + ˆ3)
[(
ρ
ρ
)s
n+1
D(q ‖ p) +
(
ρ
ρ
)s
n
D(p ‖ q)
]
,
(78)
withD(q ‖ p) a Kullback-Leibler divergence as elsewhere.
a. Housekeeping entropy rate as an embedding vector:
Eq. (78) can be put in the form
S˙HK =
∑
n
ρsnσ˙
HK
n . (79)
σ˙HK ≡ [σ˙HKn ] is a vector with positive-semidefinite com-
ponents, which by Eq. (77) equals zero only at µP =
µH = 0.
As noted, ρ¯s is an extremal vector for the intensive
relative entropy −D(ρs ‖ ρ¯s) in the simplex of distri-
butions ρs. By Eq. (75), at this extremal point of s,∑
n ρ¯
s
nσ˙
HK
n = ˆδµP .
3. Legendre duality for housekeeping entropy rate
The chemical potential µP →∞ if the activity aP → 0
at fixed aP∗ and aH2O. In this limit schema (68) becomes
an irreversible reaction. Phenomenologically, all “ther-
modynamic” characteristics of the system remain regu-
lar, only the energetic accounting breaks down because
it is referenced to the equilibrium state variable log aP,
in a system that nowhere couples to an equilibrium en-
vironment.
The divergence of S˙HK in this limit is like the diver-
gence of any extensive thermodynamic potential in the
limit that one of the extensive state variables diverges,
except that S˙HK is an inherently non-equilibrium poten-
tial, and µP only behaves like an extensive variable with
respect to dissipation.27
From the view that thermodynamics is about statisti-
cal organization and not fundamentally about energy, it
27 Note that S˙HK has no status with respect to equilibrium; while
entropies are extensive, S˙HK depends inherently on a rate.
is natural to Legendre transform S˙HK to expose the dy-
namically intensive current that is dual to µP . For dual-
ization, we work within the tangent space to the family
of constant Keff , but now vary µP independently of µH ,
rather than varying within the non-linear contours (71)
at fixed aP/aH2O.
The gradient of S˙HK with respect to µP at fixed µH is
∂S˙HK
∂µP
=
Kˆ1
∑
n
ρs
n
(
eµH − 1
eµP − eµH
){[
eµP
(
ρ
ρ
)s
n
− eµH
(
ρ
ρ
)s
n+1
]
+
(
eµP eµH
eµP + eµH
)[(
ρ
ρ
)s
n+1
−
(
ρ
ρ
)s
n+1
]
(µH − µP )
}
∼ ˆδ −
∫
dn ρs
n
∂
∂n
(
ρ
ρ
)s
n
[
ˆ3 +
∂ˆ3
∂µP
(µP − µH)
]
. (80)
By Eq. (74), ˆ3 (µP − µH) is convex in µP , so its deriva-
tive, the term in square brackets in the final line of
Eq. (80), is invertible to a value for µP . The Legen-
dre dual potential to S˙HK on µP , which we denote F˙P ,
is then given by
F˙P
(
∂S˙HK
∂µP
, µH
)
≡ µP ∂S˙
HK
∂µP
− S˙HK
≈ −
∫
dn ρs
n
∂
∂n
(
ρ
ρ
)s
n
[
∂ˆ3
∂µP
µP (µP − µH) + (ˆ3 + ˆ1)µH
]
.
(81)
a. Independent variation of control parameters in
the irreversible limit: We may now consider the effects
of varying µH , which remains finite, across the one-
parameter family of contours of different aP/aH2O as
aP → 0. (ˆ3 + ˆ1) approaches a constant independent
of µP , and the only term in Eq. (81) including multiples
of diverging µP evaluates to
− ∂ˆ3
∂µP
µP (µP − µH)→
→ Kˆ1
(
aP + aH2O
aH2O
)
µH
[
1− 1
3!
(
aH2O
aP
)2
µ2H
]
: µH → 0
→ 2ˆ3e−(Kˆ1/KeffaP)µHµP (µP − µH) : µH & 1.
(82)
It approaches Kˆ1µH within a range around µH = 0 that
becomes vanishingly small as aP → 0, and converges ex-
ponentially to zero outside that range.
Thus the susceptibility that is the Legendre dual to
µP , ∂S˙HK/∂µP → ˆδ, a function only of µH , almost
everywhere. The potential F˙P retains only the µP -
independent terms in Eq. (81). If, for example, we choose
ρs a macrostate with mean n¯, then
∫
dn ρs
n
∂
(
ρ/ρ
)s
n
/∂n =
(n¯− n) and F˙P → − (n¯− n) (ˆ3 + ˆ1)µH .
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In the irreversible limit the problem is seen to separate.
ρ¯s dictates the intensive thermodynamics of the polymer
system, while along a contour that fixes Keff , the dual
potential F˙P describes the non-trivial dependence of en-
tropy change in the environment on ρs. S˙HK diverges
harmlessly as an extensively-scaling potential indepen-
dent of ρs with a regular susceptibility ˆδ.
B. Metastability and ρ¯s as the reference measure
for relative entropy
The second example uses the same buffered driving
environment as the first, but separates phosphate-driven
ligation into a distinct, self-catalyzed channel while leav-
ing the reaction (66) with water uncatalyzed. The model
for system catalysis is a variant on the cubic Schlögl
model of Fig. 2. It is chosen to highlight the difference
between the entropy rate (8) typically assigned as “envi-
ronmental” and the housekeeping entropy rates (10). A
quantity S˙env is a function only of the realized distribu-
tions ρs and ρe|s. Nowhere does it reflect the joint par-
ticipation of uncatalyzed and catalyzed reactions within
the same system.
The difference S˙HK − S˙env may have either sign. We
illustrate the case where phosphate activities are chosen
to put the system in its bistable regime, and µP is chosen
to make the unstable root n2 of the rate equation (47)
a fixed point. For equivalent rate constants a Poisson
distribution ρs at mean n2 would be the driven station-
ary distribution in the previous example, and the S˙env is
the same in the two models. However, S˙HK − S˙env < 0
because the loss of large-deviation accessibility in the sys-
tem results not only from it Shannon entropy change, but
from the measure of that entropy relative to the true,
bistable stationary distribution ρ¯s.
The autocatalytic model replaces the schema (68) with
2A∗ +A+ P∗
kˆ4
ˆ
k¯4
3A∗ + P. (83)
Catalysis does not change energetics, so the rate con-
stants must satisfy Kˆ4 = Kˆ1Kˆ2.
In the mass-action rate law (47), the roots n1 < n2 <
n3 and n2 is unstable. We set a characteristic scale
for transitions between water and phosphate control by
choosing relative rate constants k¯4/k¯1 = 1/n22.
The Schlögl model is a birth-death process, so ρ¯s is
exactly solvable. In place of Keff from Eq. (69) adja-
cent indices are related by a position-dependent effective
equilibrium constant
ρ¯sn+1 (n + 1)
ρ¯sn
≡ K(n) = Kˆ1 + Kˆ4aP∗ n (n− 1) /n
2
2
aH2O + aP n (n− 1) /n22
.
(84)
Note that K(n2)→ Keff to integer rounding error, at all
activity levels.
In terms of the same roots, choose water activity to set
the lower limit of Eq. (84) at n ≤ 1 to
Kˆ1
aH2O
=
1∑
i 1/ni
≡ n. (85)
We will vary the activities in the phosphorus system so
that ρ¯s moves from a lower stable mode near equilibrium,
through a bistable phase, to an upper stable mode driven
by phosphorylation farther from equilibrium.
Equilibrium is again defined as in Eq. (71), and there
K(n)
eq
= n ; ∀n. The marginal distribution for s in the
whole-system equilibrium, ρs, is then Poisson with pa-
rameter n. Recall that, as a solution in detailed balance,
it does not and cannot reflect the fact that s is a CRN
capable of bistability. To match rate constants to the
roots {n1, n2, n3} of the Schlögl model, we define a refer-
ence equilibrium for the phosphorus system with activity
levels at
Kˆ2aP∗ =
aP
aH2O
= 1. (86)
We now consider a family of driving environments in
which the chemical potential µP is partitioned between
the activities aP∗ and aP in the proportions
log
(
aP∗
aP∗
)
=
log
[
(
∑
i ni)n
2
2/ (
∏
i ni)
]
log [(
∑
i ni) (
∑
i 1/ni)]
µP
log
(
aP
aP
)
= − log
[
(
∏
i ni) (
∑
i 1/ni) /n
2
2
]
log [(
∑
i ni) (
∑
i 1/ni)]
µP . (87)
The two potentials (87) are coordinates in an exponen-
tial family for the phosphorus system. Where µP =
log [(
∑
i ni) (
∑
i 1/ni)], the three roots of the mass ac-
tion law pass through the values {n1, n2, n3} from Fig. 2.
The difference in relative dissipations between the
driven steady state ρ¯sand ρs, at adjacent n indices, is
given by the ratio of effective rate constants
log
(
ρ¯sn+1/ρ
s
n+1
ρ¯sn/ρ
s
n
)
=
K(n)
n
=
1 +
(
aP∗/aP∗
)
n (n− 1) /n22
1 +
(
aP/aP
)
n (n− 1) /n22
=
1 + eµP
(
aP/aP
)
n (n− 1) /n22
1 +
(
aP/aP
)
n (n− 1) /n22
.
(88)
Eq. (88) is a sigmoidal function of log (n/n2) in the range
K(n) /n ∈ [1, eµP ), graphed versus µP in Fig. 4. The
hydrolysis potential µH from Eq. (70 for the linear sys-
tem is replaced in the autocatalytic case by a position-
dependent chemical potential
µ(n) ≡ log
(
aH2Oρ¯
s
n+1 (n + 1)
Kˆ1ρ¯sn
)
= log
(
K(n)
n
)
. (89)
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FIG. 4: K(n) on a sequence of increasing µP values with
proportions (87). Curve at µP = log
[(∑
i ni
) (∑
i 1/ni
)]
is
black. Boundaries of bistable range are red. Fixed points
K(n) = n shown with markers.
In the cycle decomposition, the specific currents exiting
and entering a site n, now functions of n, depend on
activities as
ˆ1 =
1
2
(
K(n) aH2O + Kˆ1
)
ˆ3 =
1
2
n (n− 1)
n22
(
Kˆ4aP∗ +K(n) aP
)
ˆδ = K(n) aH2O − Kˆ1
= n (n− 1)
(
Kˆ4aP∗ −K(n) aP
)
. (90)
In the chemical-potential coordinates, these become
ˆ1 =
Kˆ1
2
(
eµ(n) + 1
)
ˆ3 =
Kˆ1
2
n (n− 1)
n22
(
eµP + eµ(n)
) aP
aP
ˆδ = Kˆ1
(
eµ(n) − 1
)
= Kˆ1
n (n− 1)
n22
(
eµP − eµ(n)
) aP
aP
. (91)
Positive-semidefiniteness of S˙HK again follows by using
the ratios (76) to produce the form (78), where now in-
stead of Eq. (77), we have
p
q
= e−µ(n)
1− p
1− q = e
µP−µ(n). (92)
For this example we separate out a term S˙env, which
is the sum over transitions of Eq. (8), from S˙HK, to give
S˙HK =
∑
n
{
Kˆ1
n (n− 1)
n22
[
aP∗
aP∗
ρsn −
aP
aP
ρsn+1
(n + 1)
n
]
µP
+ (ˆ1 + ˆ3)
[
ρsn+1
(n + 1)
K(n)
− ρsn
]
µ(n)
}
=
∑
n
{
Kˆ1
n (n− 1)
n22
ρs
n
[
aP∗
aP∗
(
ρ
ρ
)s
n
− aP
aP
(
ρ
ρ
)s
n+1
]
µP
+ (ˆ1 + ˆ3) ρ¯
s
n
[(
ρ
ρ¯
)s
n+1
−
(
ρ
ρ¯
)s
n
]
µ(n)
}
= S˙env +
∑
n
(ˆ1 + ˆ3) ρ¯
s
n
[(
ρ
ρ¯
)s
n+1
−
(
ρ
ρ¯
)s
n
]
µ(n) .
(93)
S˙env does not depend on ρ¯s, and differs from the sum
of terms multiplying µP in Eq. (75) only by the n-
dependence now multiplying Kˆ1 in Eq. (93).
All dependence of S˙HK on ρ¯s comes from the sec-
ond term involving µ(n). The shape of ρ¯sn is shown
as a function of µP in Fig. 5, and the lumped coeffi-
cient (ˆ1 + ˆ3) ρ¯sn µ(n) multiplying the difference term in
(ρs/ρ¯s) in Eq. (93) is shown in Fig. 6.
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FIG. 5: densities ρ¯s for a scale factor 4× {1, 4, 9} for roots
As an example, consider the value µP =
log [(
∑
i ni) (
∑
i 1/ni)] that makes {n1, n2, n3} the
three fixed points, and evaluate the embedding entropies
for a Poisson distribution ρs with mean n2, the unstable
fixed point. The “environmental” component
S˙env = Kˆ1
∑
n
ρsn
n (n− 1)
n22
(
eµP − n2
n
)
aP
aP
µP
= Kˆ1
(
eµP − eµ(n2)
) aP
aP
µP
= ˆδ(n2)µP . (94)
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FIG. 6: The combination (ˆ1 + ˆ3) ρ¯snµ(n)
is the same as the value ˆδµP following from Eq. (75)
for the non-catalytic CRN, if we set µH = log (n2/n)
in Eq. (70), where Keff → n2 and this ρs is a driven
steady state. It is also the value of S˙HK in Eq. (79) at
the extremal distribution ρs = ρ¯s for the linear model.
For the same ρs, recognizing that (µ(n)− µH) =
log (K(n) /n2), the gradient relative to the bistable
reference distribution ρ¯s in Eq. (93) expands to
ρ¯sn
[
(ρ/ρ¯)
s
n+1 − (ρ/ρ¯)sn
] ≈ −ρsn [µ(n)− µH ]. The differ-
ence of environment from housekeeping entropy changes
then evaluates to
S˙HK − S˙env ≈ −
∑
n
(ˆ1 + ˆ3) ρ
s
nµ(n) [µ(n)− µH ] . (95)
The combination (ˆ1 + ˆ3) ρsnµ(n) is increasing through
n2 (See Fig. 6), and [µ(n)− µH ] is antisymmetric, so
Eq. (95) is negative.
Hence not all of the entropy change by S˙env reflects a
loss of large-deviation accessibility attributable to the en-
vironment. A quantity equal to S˙env− S˙HK is assigned in
the natural decomposition (11) to the system, because a
Poisson distribution around n2 is unstable and has excess
net probability to relax toward the bistable distribution
ρ¯s.
VII. DISCUSSION
The problem of macroworlds as an alternative central
contribution
A suggestion that thermodynamics should not be
mainly about the relation between work and heat flows
would have been non-sequitur at the turn of the 20th cen-
tury. Not only were applications centered around interac-
tions with a thermal system through mechanical bound-
aries [97]; the nature of irreversibility and dissipation as
scientific problems was framed in their relation to me-
chanical principles of time-reversibility [98] and conser-
vation of energy [25, 99].
Innovations in scaling methods, however, in context
of the unification of statistical and quantum theories
in the second half of the 20th century, have exposed
understanding the existence of macroworlds as one of
the central problems in science. Sec. III explained
how large-deviations scaling formalizes a concept of
macrostate in terms of selected distributions over mi-
crostates. When methods derived for phase transitions
and critical phenomena in condensed matter [33] were
merged with the renormalization-group approach [32] to
vacuum quantum field theory [35], it became clear that
renormalization-group flow, a closely related operation28
of dimensional reduction to large-deviations scaling, pro-
vides a concept of effective fields describing the robust
properties of macroworlds through phenomenological La-
grangians [34]. Effective fields are the counterparts under
renormalization to classical states under large-deviations
scaling.
In effective field theories nested through phase tran-
sitions (as in the models of this paper) microstates are
assimilated back to macrostates. The result has been
a theory of the vacuum and the hierarchy of matter in
which all earlier, partly phenomenological concepts of ele-
mentary and composite objects and interactions has been
subsumed within a semantics of distributions. While
these physics examples continue to be organized by sym-
metries and conservation laws, similar scaling methods
developed independently for reliable coding [42, 46] offer
non-mechanical counterparts (see [101], Ch. 7).
The alternative characterization offered, then, is that
thermodynamics is not fundamentally the theory of the
movements of heat, but rather the theory of the emergence
of macroworlds from microworlds.
The end of entropy flow, the natural partition, and Hartley
information
In the absence of an energy-mediated constraint on
the states jointly realizable by a system and its environ-
ment, the notion of “entropy flow” between subsystems
may never arise.29 The default description of entropy
change ceases to be the metaphor of a fluid and becomes
the literal one: it is the loss of large-deviation accessi-
bility of classical states due to relaxation of the whole-
system distribution. The concept of a tangent surface
delimiting the amount of entropy gain in one component
28 Through the correspondence of Keldysh to 2-field statistical field
methods, the algebras of the two can often be interconverted [63,
100].
29 Even in classical thermodynamics, it is only well-defined for adi-
abatic transformations, in which both subsystems remain in clas-
sical states constrained by energy at every moment.
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that can be influenced by the state of another, instead of
the adiabatic transformation, is filled by the the vector of
Hartley informations − log ρ¯s of the stationary state for
the Ts at that moment. The natural system-environment
partition (11) encodes the conditional independence of
components of the loss of states accessible by fluctua-
tions.
Hartley information appears as a random variable
along trajectories in the construction of the generating
functional for housekeeping heat [5, 44]. In standard
treatments, its interpretation as an entropy is taken to
depend on its association with a dissipated heat.30 Here,
− log ρ¯s gains its interpretation as an entropy through
its role as a carrier of information about the interac-
tion of processes within a system on its own limiting
large-deviation function and on its capacity to limit large-
deviations in the environment.
Making trajectories first-class citizens
The persistence over 90 years of Onsager’s program [6,
7] of making equilibrium Gibbs entropies the foundation
of non-equilibrium thermodynamics has built an asym-
metry into this concept even within physics, at the same
time as growth in statistical methods for path ensembles
has reduced the reason for an asymmetry to exist, by
defining the same tools for paths as for states. The equi-
librium Gibbs entropy is defined from the large-deviation
function on ensembles of states. The stochastic effective
action (25) [48] is the corresponding functional for trajec-
tories. However, the role that energy conservation plays
in stochastic thermodynamics, as a constraint on which
states can be jointly occupied by components within a
system and within its environment, will not generally
have a counterpart for the jointly realizable trajectories
involving these components.31
Borrowing a term from computer science, the privi-
leged roles of equilibrium entropy and energy conserva-
tion in current non-equilibrium thermodynamics makes
spaces of states “first-class citizens” [103], and admits
thermodynamic interpretations for ensembles only in so
far as those derive from equilibrium heat. Jaynes an-
ticipated [104, 105] a self-contained thermodynamic in-
terpretation for path ensembles, though still only in a
limited form referenced to the calibers of cross-sections
of states. If there is to be a thermodynamics in which
trajectories become first-class citizens on par with states,
it will need a foundation in more general primitives such
30 The exact statement, referring to Eq. (123) in [5], is: “In the
absence of a first law for the master equation dynamics, which
would require further physical input not available at this general
stage, this identification is by analogy only.”
31 Consider, as examples, non-Markovian noise sources and error-
correcting codes exploiting time correlations to optimize against
those environments [102].
as large-deviation accessibility and separation of scales,
as in the domain-agnostic framework presented here.
Rule-based systems and life
This paper’s formula for a self-contained and substrate-
agnostic thermodynamics is meant to support concept
discovery in two domains that should clearly have such
a thermodynamics, and for which energy conservation
should play a limited role or no role at all for many in-
teresting questions.32
The first domain is rule-based modeling [88] which rec-
ognizes the finitary-to-infinitary mappings exhibited here
between CRN generators and state spaces as a widely
generalizable organizing principle. The algebra and com-
binatorics of non-commutative rule systems is a very ac-
tive area of study [59, 107, 108] which connects to chem-
istry, systems biology, theories of algorithms, process cal-
culus, and much more. A thermodynamics of rule-based
systems that expands the conceptual scope of science will
not be a reduction to their consequences for heat gener-
ation.
The second domain is the thermodynamic nature of
life [101], encompassing rule-based order in its chem-
ical substrate, the multi-level control systems and er-
ror correction required to maintain complex dynamical
phases, and the nested population dynamics and histori-
cal contingency of evolution. There will be order in such
systems that derives, sometimes cryptically, from mi-
croscopic time-reversibility. But it is inconceivable that
there will not be much more order, of novel kinds, that
originates from the abundance of architectures – most
of them irreversible – standing between the microscopic
substrate and robust macrophenomena.
VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The presentation above is not a review of recent tech-
nical innovations, but an attempt to select core concepts
that depend on formalization to be adequately expressed,
and to exhibit them in relation to each other and in a con-
text that does not presume mechanics. The Hamilton-
Jacobi and CRN formalisms are of course not new, but
needed to be reviewed within a coherent framework to
make points about them that are not made elsewhere.
Likewise most monotonicity results are known from fluc-
tuation theorems, though alternative proofs for a few are
32 A well-known examples of a constraint that is proved by a fluc-
tuation theorem, but not binding because a more proximal con-
straint exists, is that of total entropy production versus the “ex-
cess heat” in a driven system. [106] The former bounds the non-
equilibrium entropy change within a distribution, but is uninfor-
mative because it diverges on long timescales. The tight bound,
under some conditions, is the finite excess heat.
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given here. It may therefore be useful to summarize the
novel contributions of the paper that are interleaved with
standard results above:
Monotonic change of Kullback-Leibler divergence is ob-
vious and positivity of housekeeping heat was known [44,
45]. An emphasis here on entropy increase as loss of ac-
cessibility by large deviations, together with the observa-
tion that thermalization in a multi-scale system produces
separation in the conditional dependence between system
and environment degrees of freedom, leads to the decom-
position of D˙
(
ρ ‖ ρ) in Eq. (11) as the natural partition of
irreversibility between system and environment changes,
irrespective within each of the degree of irreversibility in
the other.
The “non-equilibrium entropy production” of stochastic
thermodynamics is a complicated sum, of an entropy
functional of arbitrary distributions (over stochastic mi-
crostates) and a Gibbs entropy state-function (for bath
macrostates). The designation “violations of the 2nd
law” by stochastic events uses that summation to con-
flate these two entropy summands which have different
relations to constraints by boundary conditions. The de-
composition in Eq. (34) of D
(
ρ(n¯) ‖ ρ) in terms of the
Lyapunov entropy state function Seff and a remainder
D
(
1n(n¯) ‖ ρ
)
that must be relaxed by instantons, retains
an un-violated 2nd law for relative entropy, and also the
Lyapunov and large-deviation roles of the classical state-
function entropy, in the proper relation.
The dualization by Baish [83] of observable and response
fields in Doi-Peliti theory stands in obvious analogy
to the construction of the adjoint transition matrix in
the fluctuation theorem for housekeeping heat [44, 45].
The standardization of the CRN generator (35) makes
the analogy explicit in the descaling (39) of T and the
descaling (43) of A. Moreover, it shows the analogy as
an expression of the general relation of microstates to
macrostates, and relates the preservation or loss of infor-
mation in the classical limit to CRN complexity classes.
The distinction between relaxation and escape trajecto-
ries in terms of formal momenta is widely developed in
momentum-space WKB theory [60], as Hamilton-Jacobi
theory [37], and in relation to information geometry [109].
The convexity proof in Eq. (49) relating the Lyapunov to
the large-deviation role of the classical-state entropy, and
to the structure of the L = 0 manifold, is novel.
The use of cycle decompositions in CRNs to compute
heat dissipation in the stationary state is standard since
Schnakenberg [58]. Here a more complete cycle decom-
position (keeping detailed-balanced currents) unifies all
proofs of monotonicity of entropies for non-stationary
distributions, relating the Lyapunov and large-deviation
changes in macrostate entropy on complex-balanced
CRNs in Eq. (53), and its counterpart (61) in the state
space for all CRNs. It also provides an interesting view
of the (known) equivalence of the adjoints constructed in
the generating function (64) for housekeeping heat in the
environment, and an equivalent function for the relative
entropy (61) in the system.
The Legendre duality of S˙HK to the potential F˙P in
Eq. (81) defines extensivity and intensivity with respect
to a different scaling than that for entropy, but a natural
one if time-reversal and energy conservation are not the
only basis for taking macroscopic limits.
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